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SUMMARY 
This thesis describes an electrochemical investigation of the 
processes occurring at the hydrogen evolving cathode during the 
industrial production of fluorine in molten KF.2HF. A LA laboratory 
cell, designed for the purposes of the project, is described. 
Observations of the operation of this cell are reported. A comparison 
of a range of electrode materials is given, both \~i th regard to 
electrochemical overvoltage and the bubbling releasing characteristics, 
for "hich photographic evidence is presented. In addition, 
measurements of the ohmic potential drop, caused by the presence of 
bubbles, "ere made for different bubble types. Included in the above 
is a description of any effects of metallic impurities present in the 
melt both on overvoltage and bubble release. A mechanistic study of 
hydrogen evolution on platinum is described and compared \~ith the 
reaction at a mild steel electrode. A preliminary investigation into 
the use of parallel strand expanded metal electrodes "as made and 
further photographic evidence presented. 
The work described in this thesis has not been submitted, in 
full or in part, to this or any other institution for a higher degree. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
In the 1770' s William Scheele prepared crude hydrofluoric acid 
by heating fluorospar with sulphuric acid and observed that the vapours 
produced etched gas. It was, however, Sir Humphrey Davy who 
recognised the presence of a new element in the compound and described 
the discovery in a paper presented to the Royal Society of London on 
8th July, 1813. The name fluorine was suggested by Amp~re and the 
element was described as "a peculiar substance, possessed of strong 
attractions for metallic bodies and hydrogen, and which combined with 
certain inflammable bodies forms a peculiar acid, which in consequence 
of its strong affinities and high decomposing agencies, it will be 
very difficult to examine in a pure form". 
It is only within the last fifty years that it has been possible 
to produce fluorine on an industrial scale. The key to the process 
was the ready availability of anhydrous hydrogen fluoride (AHF) in 
commercial quantities. Before this time (1931 in America, 1941 in 
England) the use of fluorine compounds was limited to calcium fluoride 
as flux in metallurgical processes and aqueous hydrofluoric acid 
in a variety of applications. The need to produce AHF arose 
because it was a raw material in the production of non-toxic, non-
inflammable refrigerants [1,2]. 
As with many other chemical products, the preparation of fluorine 
and its compounds developed at a remarkable rate during the Second 
World War, in Germany, England and America. In the former case it was 
for the manufacture of chlorine trifluoride for use as an incendiary 
device and in the latter two for the manufacture of uranium hexa-
fluoride. At the present time one of the main commercial outlets of 
fluorine remains the atomic energy industry where it is essential for 
the reaction: 
( 1.1) 
The hexafluoride is fed to the di ffusional separation plants for the 
separation of 235U in natural uranium. Other uses are for fluorine-
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rich oxidisers in rocketry and for sUlphur hexafluoride which is used 
as a gaseous dielectric in electrical equipment. 
The work described in this thesis concerns the present-day 
system for the production of fluorine, which includes a molten KF.2HF 
electrolyte, porous carbon anode and mild steel cathode. It is the 
reaction at the latter hydrogen evolving electrode which has been 
investigated. The design of a simple lA cell is described, upon which 
the initial observations of the processes occurui'ng during operation of 
\ ..... ,.J 
the cell were made. This is followed by a comparison of various metals 
as cathode material, which also gives some insight into the effects of 
any metallic impurities in the melt. A mechanistic study of hydrogen 
evolution on platinum is described and compared with the reaction at a 
mild steel electrode. 
The quantification of ohmic potential drop caused by the presence 
of bubbles in the interelectrode gap is described. This also includes 
the effect of the deposition of impurities on bubble characteristics. 
The work is supported by photographic evidence of the variation of 
bubble size and contact angle with time, electrode material and 
current density. This section is of particular interest due to the 
previous scarcity of visual information. 
The impurity content and variability of industrial electrolyte 
has made it difficult to ascribe definitive numerical constants to the 
electrochemical system. In order to obtain some quantitative 
information "pure" electrolyte was prepared. This proved to be both 
a time consuming and arduous task. However, a number of small batches 
were produced allowing linear 
electrodes to be undertaken. 
relevant information obtained 
sl1eep vol tamm~ric studies at platinum 
This data corn le ents the industrially 
from commercial y available electrolyte. 
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CHAPTER 2 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
2.1 Laboratory Cells 
2.1.1 Low Temperature Cells 
Elemental fluorine itself was isolated by Henri Moissan in 1886 
[3]. His method involved the electrolysis of KF.12HF contained in a 
platinum U-tube with anode and cathode also of platinum. The whole 
cell was maintained below room temperature to avoid excessive loss of 
HF. However, the rate of corrosion of the cell was high, 5-6 g of 
platinum being consumed for every gram of fluorine produced. The use 
of a copper cell reduced the corrosion problem [4] and Poulenc and. 
Meslans [5] proposed the use of a cylindrical cell body, a perforated 
diaphragm and an internally cooled anode. However, it was not 
reported that the cell functioned successfully. 
At this stage progress was hampered by the dangers of handling 
hydrogen fluoride and by the lack of a convenient supply of anhydrous 
hydrogen fluoride (AHF). In the period 1886 to 1919 only six papers 
concerned with elemental fluorine were produced and in the next 20 
years only t\ienty-five papers and nine patents appeared. Between 
1936 and 1942 ICI investigated the use of a low temperature cell with 
an electrolyte of KF-8HF, operating at room temperature [6]. However, 
corrosion problems caused the proj ect to be· abandoned. 
2.1. 2 High Temperature Cells 
Argo et al [7] developed a cell using anhydrous potassium 
bifluoride as electrolyte, operating at 250°C. The cell body was of 
copper and acted as the cathode, whilst the anode was of Acheson 
carbon. This design avoided the need for AHF and platinum equipment. 
HO\,ever, the composition of the electrolyte had to be maintained 
I<ithin narrow limits as the melting point of the electrolyte rises 
sharply as hydrogen fl uoride is dep leted. Furthermore, anode 
polarisation caused severe problems. 
Forty patents and papers appeared in the period 1919 to 1944, 
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describing various high temperature cells. These were mainly of a 
diaphragm type although 'V' or 'U'-shaped cells were also proposed. 
Attempts were made to isolate the diaphragm to prevent its corrosion. 
Other designs described graphite cells, employed in a bid to overcome 
corrosion but these proved fragile. Air cooled electrodes entering 
through the base of the cell were proposed. Bodenstein et al [8] used 
an Elektron alloy (98% Mg, 2% Mn) tank wi th a louvred Elektron 
diaphragm, silver cathode and graphite anode. Some of the many features 
described were later used in the design of industrial scale cells. 
A practical laboratory scale cell was described by Simons [9] and 
this ,;as subsequently developed into a 30A cell using three graphite 
rods as anodes. 
The work undertaken on high temperature cells confirmed that 
copper, magnesium and silver were useful construction materials and 
that graphite Was the most successful anode material. The important 
characteristics of these cells are summarised below. 
(1) The product F2 contained 5-15% volume of HF which was removed by 
contact with NaF. 
(2) The water content of the electrolyte had to be minimised t'o reduce 
the occurrence of polarisation. 
(3) A hard glassy layer of carbon mono fluoride (CF)n) formed on the 
anode leading to a poor yield and erratic operation. 
(4) The electrolyte was regenerated in a separate vessel. 
(5) The graphite anodes were gradually corroded to produce CF4, 
which increased contamination of the fluorine. 
2.1.3 Medium Temperature Cells 
A cell of this type ",as developed, by Lebeau and Damiens [10] in 
1926, "'hich used an electrolyte of KF.3HF (m.pt. 66°C). CF4 
contamination of the fluorine was eliminated by the use of a nickel 
anode. TI,e copper tank acted as the cathode and the cell also had a 
copper diaphragm. No polarisation problems "ere observed but the anode 
suffered from corrosion and had a lot{ current efficiency. The 
electrolyte "as regenerated in si tu but the high vapour pressure of 
lIr-pto considerable contamination of the fluorine. A similar cell 
"--~ 
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described by Henne [11] used graphite electrodes and gave an improved 
current efficiency. 
A major contribution to the subsequent development of fluorine 
production was the determination of the phase diagram for the potassium 
fluoride/hydrogen fluoride system by Cady in 1939 [12], (Figure 2.1). 
This led to the development of a cell with an electrolyte composition 
of KF.2.2.HF, operating at 75°C. The vapour pressure above the melt 
was very much lower than for the KF.3HF system and nickel or non-
graphitic anodes \Vere used. Later the electrolyte composition \Vas 
modified to KF. 2HF and the cell had a perforated diaphragm. Pre-
electrolysis of the KF.2HF \Vith graphite electrodes removed \Vater and 
other impurities and HF was then added. The advantages of this type 
of cell are summarised as follows: 
(1) Regeneration of the electrolyte took place in situ. 
(2) The vapour pressure of the electrolyte was low. 
(3) The composition of the electrolyte could vary over a fairly wide 
range \<i th only small variations in the operating temperature. 
(4) Corrosion of cell materials was reduced and steel could be used 
in place of monel for the cell body. Furthermore, if pre-electrolysis 
was performed no anode surface film \<as formed. 
2.2 Industrial Scale Cells 
During the Second World War the requirements for fluorine 
increased for the reasons 
of the cells \Vas somewhat 
go into production. 
stated previously. As a result development 
curtai;f1d because of the immediate need to 
,,-) 
While all three types of cell, low, medium and high temperature, 
were investigated, the 10\V temperature process received the least 
attention owing to its greater difficulties of operation. Experiments 
were conducted by Du Pont [13], the Harsha\V Chemical Company [14] and 
I.C.I. [6, 15] using electrolyte of KF.8-10HF at room temperature. 
Ho\Vever, the corrosion problems and low current efficiency caused the 
projects to be abandoned. 
2.2.1 High Temperature Cells 
The advantage of this type of cell was that graphite electrodes 
offer the possibility of high current densities. This allows a more 
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Figure 2.1 Melting point versus composition diagram for KF/HF system 
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compact cell design, lower operating voltages and no severe polarisation 
problems. However, increased corrosion rates and the necessity for 
accurate control of the electrolyte composition are distinct disadvantages. 
A 2kA German cell, using Elektron alloy as the major material of 
construction with graphite and silver electrodes '''as operated at 
Leverkusen [16J. Corrosion problems were overcome by the continuous 
addition of HF, also ensuring a constant electrolyte composition and 
hence, operating temperature. An American cell, with a graphite anode 
and using monel as the cathode and most other components, failed due to 
excessive corrosion problems [17J. Both cells had a solid skirt 
dipping into the electrolyte to keep the fluorine and hydrogen products 
separate. In the case of the German cell, the expense of using silver 
cathodes was accepted because of its resistance to corrosion and its 
good recovery rate from the electrolyte. 
2.2.2 Medium Temperature Cells 
American studies [18, 19, 20J determined the medium temperature 
cell to be the most practical system for producing fluorine. Initially, 
nickel ano<!es.were used and the corrosion of these was a problem. 
Ungraphitised carbon was later used and is employed in modern cells. 
A report by Ring and Royston [2lJ summarises the operating 
characteristics of the main industrial cells from 1940 to the I.C.I. 
cells of 1970. The main features are monel and steel tanks, carbon 
anodes and steel cathodes. A range of carbons are used including 
National Carbon Co. Type GA, YBD, YAA and Union Carbide CISA and SERS. 
In Britain fluorine production started in 1948, with the first of 
six cells of the medium temperature type being commissioned at the 
Rocksavage Works of I.C.I. These cells were of a nominal capacity of 
1 kA and Were chiefly used to produce fluorine for the initiation of 
the British Atomic Energy programme. In 1952 the plant was uprated 
to twelve cells of nominal 1.4 kA capacity. Further developments 
were in 1955, when there were sixteen cells nominal 1.4 kA capacity. 
These were uprated to 2.2 kA in 1957 and, finally, in 1959 fourteen 
5.0 kA capacity cells were installed. Their operating characteristics 
are shown in Table 2.1. All the product fluorine was converted to 
chlorine trifluoride which was almost all consumed by the UKAEA. 
Since 1968 the UKAEA (latterly BNFL) have produced their own 
fluorine requirements using a system based on cells obtained from 
I.C.I. 
·6-
TABLE 2.1 Operating Characteristics of [.C. [. Rocksavage Cells (1) 
Normal current capacity 
Maximum current capacity 
Fluorine output (Normal) 
Current efficiency 
Voltage at 5 kA 
Anode current density 
Cathode current,density 
Electrolyte Temperature 
HF Content of electrolyte 
Electrolyte purity and preliminary 
treatment 
HF feed puri ty 
Life of ce 11 body 
Life of skirt 
Li fe 0 f anodes 
Cell service life 
Polarisation frequency 
HF in fluorine 
HF in hydrogen 
Cooling water temperature 
Inlet/Outlet 
Cell body, cover, anode support 
Skirt 
Anode 
Internal dimensions of cell body 
1 x w x h 
Electrolyte capacity 
Number of anode blocks 
Size of anode blocks 
Cathode 
5 kA 
6.5 kA 
3.3 kg/h 
93% 
10 V 
1.8 kAm- 2 
0.36 kAm- Z 
80-8S o C 
40-41.5 wt % 
Purity not critical, cell is 
started at low load to remove water. 
Purity not critical 
>84.5 x 107 Ah 
17.6 x 107 Ah 
66 x 106 Ah 
44 x 106 Ah 
No polarisation has ever occurred 
6 Vol % 
4 Vol % 
.65/67°C 
Steel 
Monel 
High permeability carbon 
3020 x 710 x 560 mm 
1730 kg 
24 (12 anode assemblies) 
343 x 279 x 69.9 mm 
Steel coils 
2.3 Operating Characteristics 
Industrial fluorine cells operate at a cell voltage of 10-11 V. 
The equilibrium decomposition voltage, ~E, for the process: 
HF (1) + IF2 (g) + 1Hz (g) (2.1) 
has been calculated for the electrolyte KF.2HF at 85°C to be 2.92 V * 
[22]. Similarly for the electrolyte KF.HF at 250°C, ~E = 3.01 V. Both 
these values differ considerably from experimentally determined 
decomposition voltages [23, 24] but there is some doubt as to whether 
the potential determining couples were HF-F2 and HF-H2. It is likely 
that a deposit of carbon monofluoride also influenced the anode 
potential. However, these papers outlined the reaction steps for 
fluorine evolution as: 
(HF2-) + C + HF + C ... F + e e 
C ... F + C ... F + C + F2 
C ... F + F + C + F2 + e 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
In addition to the decomposition voltage there is a considerable 
anodic overv01tage of 3V. A number of papers concerned with fluorine 
producing systems concentrate on the investigation of an insulating 
layer of solid carbon-fluorine compounds [25, 26]. The stoichiometric 
ratio has been estimated to be 1:1. The formation of carbon fluoride 
is consIdered responsible for the high anodic over-voltage and 
contributes to the disintegration of the anode. Many papers supporting 
this view have been published by Watanabe and co-writers [27, 28, 29]. 
In addition the fluoride layer is considered to decrease the wettability 
of the anode which is correlated with incidence of the anode effect. 
In general metal electrodes have good wettability and the anode effect 
does not occur [30, 31, 32]. Indeed the addition of metal ions to a 
melt is considered to aid wettability and prevent anode effect. 
With these aspects in mind two research contracts between 
British Nuclear Fuels plc. and Newcastle University have previously 
been completed, in addition to in-house studies at BNF plc. The use 
* All electrolytes used in the production of fluorine may be regarded 
as solutions of potassium fluoride in anhydrous hydrogen fluoride. 
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of high efficiency, modified carbon anodes is seen as the likeliest 
way of 10l<ering the anode overvol tage. 
~t IV the cathode overvoltage has a smaller contribution to the 
cell working voltage. Consequently far less attention has been 
directed towards the hydrogen evolution reaction. Only two papers 
related to the subject have been found, concerning hydrogen evolution 
at platinum electrodes in KF.HF [33, 34]. The first paper investigated 
the effects of water on the reaction and gave two possible routes of 
hydrogen evolution 
e + HF (2.5) 
e (2.6) 
The second paper detailed the effects of different degrees of purity 
of the electrolyte on the hydrogen evolution reaction and presented 
Tafel data which showed Cl to be 0.75. AnotheT interesting 
observation was 'the presence, in some circums tances, of a voltage 
plateau on interruption of current. 
The largest contribution to the cell operating voltage is from 
the electrolyte ohmic resistance of about 4V. This can be reduced by 
decreasing the interelectrode gap, provided that the product gases 
do not mix and thus reduce the yield. It is, therefore, desirable to 
remove gas bubbles from the interelectrode gap for two reasons. 
Directing the gas to the rear of the electrode prevents mixing. In 
addition, the void space in the electrolyte, caused by bubbles, is of 
very high resistance and adds greatly to the electrolyte resistivity. 
Another aspect is the obscuring of the electrode surface by attached 
bubbles which increase the effective current density on unobscured 
areas and causes constriction of the current distribution. One other 
means of decreasing overvoltage is the use of high surface area 
electrodes. In practice, the anode is already of high surface area. 
Fluorine passes upwards through its pores and is not liberated into 
the solution. It has been observed that at the commencement of cell 
operation the contact angle at the steel cathode approximates to zero, 
the hydrogen bubbles are spherical, relatively small and are freely 
evolved from the cathode [2]. These bubbles do not spread far through 
the electrolyte in a horizontal direction. Rudge stated that when 
using a cathode 12 in. deep, 95% of the hydrogen bubbles did not 
sprcade more than 0.75 in. horizontally from the cathode face. After 
- 8 -
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a period of operation, the bubble size increases, indicating a small, 
progressive increase in contact angle. 
In the present study the areas of the KF.2HF system covered have 
been those which have received little or no attention in the past -
in particular the electrochemistry of the hydrogen evolution reaction, 
the nature of the gas liberation and the quantification of the 
resulting ohmic drop. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THEORETICAL PRINCIPLES 
3.1 Charge Transfer 
When considering the general electrode process 
o + ne R (3.1) 
(where k f and kb are the rate constants for the forward and backward 
reactions respectively), the Nernst equation which characterises the 
equilibrium is 
E/= E~ + RT In 
nF 
C 0 
o 
C 0 
R 
(3.2) 
(where COO and cR
a 
represent the surface concentrations of the 
oxidised and reduced species respectively, E'is the equilibrium or 
reversible potential and E~ is the standard electrode potential of 
the aiR couple). If no current has been passed, the surface 
concentrations are equal to those in the bulk solution and 
(3.3) 
At the reversible potential of the system the net rate of 
reaction, and hence net current, is zero. Therefore: 
(3.4) 
i being known as the exchange current density. 11,is parameter is an 
o 
important kinetic characteristic of the electron transfer process. 
The Nernst equation is based solely on thermodynamic principles 
and the electrode kinetics must be considered in addition. The 
- la -
rates of reaction of 0 and Rare: 
and 
and 
Rate of Reduction of 0 = kf Coo (3.5) 
Rate of Oxidation of R = kb CR
o (3.6) 
Therefore, the reduction and oxidation currents are: 
n F k C ° f 0 (3.7) 
ib = n F k CO (3.8) b R 
where nand F have their usual significance. Consequently the net 
current, i, is given by 
(3.9) 
In a heterogeneous redox reaction the kinetic behaviour of any 
species will be strongly influenced by the interfacial potential 
difference. We must, therefore, consider its effect. 
If it is assumed that the rate constants k f and kb follow the 
Arrhenius equation, it can be deduced that 
kf = Af exp [- ~~f+ ) (3.10) 
and 
kb = \ exp (- ~~b + ) (3.11) 
where Af and \ are pre-exponential constants and 6Gf + and 6Gb+ are 
the electrochemical activation free energies for the forward and 
backward reactions respectively. Consequently they can be separated 
into chemical and electrical components, thus: 
6G + f = I'>G + f + ( 6Gft)e (3.12) 
6G + = 6G + + (6Gbt)e (3.13) b b 
- 11 -
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where the subscript "e" denotes an electrical energy. This is 
illustrated in figure (3.1). 
It is assumed that the chemical components dGf + and dGb+ are 
independent of potential and hence the effects of potential apply only 
to the electrical components. The total electrical energy, -nFE, is 
divided between the forward and reverse reactions. This fixed fraction 
is represented by the transfer coefficient, a, which is in the range 
o < a < 1, but is often close to 0.5. 
Therefore, in the polarised state: 
(dGf +) e e ~ a(6G ) e (3.14) 
and 
(6Gb f) e e ~ -(1 - a)(6G ) e (3.15) 
or 
(6Gf +) e ~ -o:nFE (3.16) 
and 
(6Gb f) e ~ (1 - a)nFE (3.17) 
Substituting (3.16) and (3.17) into (3.10) and (3.11) gives: 
kf 
~ Af exp [-~~f f) exp [ -o:~?) (3.18) 
and 
kb ~ Ab exp [-~~b fJ exp [(1-~~nFE) (3.19) 
0 
and If the potential independent parts are now represented by kf 
k 0 we obtain b 
kf ; 
k 0 
exp [-a~~E) f (3.20) 
and 
kb ; k 0 exp [(l~;) nrE] b (3.21) 
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These equations can now be substituted into equation (3.9) to 
give: 
(3.22) 
At the reversible potential, E
rev
' of the system the net rate 
of reaction and hence net current is zero. Therefore: 
iO = if = ib 
and 
i = nF k 0 C a exp [-anFE ) = nF k 0 C a exp [(l-a)nFE ) 0 f 0 rev b b rev 
RT RT 
Introducing the overpotential, n = E - E
rev
' we can obtain: 
- exp } (3. 24) 
(3.23) 
This is the Butler-Volmer equation and applies when a solution is 
well stirred or the currents are kept so low that the surface 
concentrations do not differ appreciably from the bulk values. 
Equation (3.24) can be simplified by considering the behaviour 
in three defined cases. 
(a) For an electrode at a very low overpotential (n < approximately 
x 0.02 V) the exponential e may be expanded using just the first two 
terms of the series, eX = 1 + x. Then: 
i = io (1 + (- annF/RT) ) - io (1 + ((l-a)nnF/RT) ) (3.25) 
Hence: 
i = i (-nnF) 
o 
RT 
(3.26) 
which shoh's that net current becomes a linear function of overpotential. 
- 13 -
(b) At large values of n one of the two terms in (3.24) becomes 
negligible, as the rate of the reverse reaction becomes very low. At 
large negative overpotentials (3.24) becomes: 
i ; i exp r -annF ) 0 \ RT 
(3.27) 
or 
n ; RT In i RT In i 
anF 0 anF 
(3.28) 
and 
In i = In i annF 
0 RT 
(3.29) 
which may be written as: 
n ; a + b In i (3.30) 
as predicted by Tafel. A plot of log i vs n is linear, the Tafel 
constants being as follows: 
a ; log io (Intercept) 
b = -anF (Slope) 
2.3 RT 
for the cathodic branch and 
b ; (1 - (X) nF 
2.3 RT 
for the anodic branch (see Figure 3.2). 
3.2 Mass Transport Processes 
The electrode process: 
o + ne R F 
can be considered to involve the follO\;ing three steps: 
+ 0 
electrode 
- 14 -
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
(3.1) 
(3.34) 
Figure 3.2 
CATHODIC 
PROCESS -4 
a nF 
2.3RT 
-5 
-300 -200 -100 
logli.1 
ANODIC 
PROCESS 
100 200 300 Ti./mV 
Experimental determination of the kinetic constants, 10 
and a, using the Tafel equation. Deviations from linearity occur at 
low n, as the limiting form of the equation is no longer valid [45]. 
o + ne -+ 
electrode 
Relectrode + ~ulk 
R 
electrode (3.35) 
(3.36 ) 
The overall electrode process may be totally or partially 
controlled by mass transfer. In the case \Vhere (3.34) or (3.36) are 
the slo\Vest steps then the reaction is mass transfer controlled. If 
(3.35) is the slo\Vest step, the rate of electron transfer is limiting. 
A third possibility exists \Vhere a chemical transformation is limiting 
"here none of the three processes is as slow as this transformation. 
Three modes of mass transport may operate in an electrolyte, 
"hich are as follo\Vs: 
(1) Migration 
A charged particle in an electric field \ViII have certain forces 
acting on it. Ho\Vever, in the presence of a large excess of supporting 
electrolyte the migration of the electroactive material is minimised. 
(2) Convection 
Natural or free convection develops spontaneously in a solution 
undergoing electrolysis. It arises from the density differences near 
the electrode and may have thermal and mechanical disturbance 
contributions. Forced convection can arise from stirring the 
electrolyte, rotating the electrode and from bubbling gas near the 
electrode. 
(3) Diffusion 
Immediately electrolysis starts concentration differences 
develop "hich may result in diffusion of the electroactive species. 
Consequently diffusion occurs in every electrode reaction to a 
greater or lesser extent. The linear diffusion of a reacting species 
to a planar electrode in a static solution, assuming there is no 
migration or convection, can be represented by: 
dN = 
dt 
(3.37) 
i.e. this represents the number of moles, N, of a substance 
diffusing across a cross-sectional area, A (cm2) in time at, "hich 
is proportional to the concentration gradient of the diffusing 
species. DO is the number of moles per second crossing unit area 
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under unit concentration gradient, i.e. the diffusion coefficient. 
Equation (3.37) is a representation of Fick's First Law. 
3.3 Molten Salt Electrolytes 
Molten salt electrolytes are utilized in a variety of industrial 
processes, particularly in metal extraction. Other uses include high-
temperature molten salt battery and fuel cell electrolytes. In 
general, melts have good thermal stability, good electrochemical 
stability, high heat capacity, good heat transfer properties, rapid 
chemical and electrochemical reaction rates, high electrolytic 
conductivity rates and good solvent properties [35]. Very often an 
apparent "irreversibility" in cathodic reactions arises from a slow 
coupled chemical process rather than slow charge transfer. 
Early research consisted of investigations of phase diagrams and 
measurements of melting points and heats of fusion of single component 
salts. Molten salts have many microscopic and macroscopic physico-
chemical properties in common with other liquids [36]. At the 
simplest level they are described as liquids composed of positive and 
negative ions that interact mainly via the strong long-range Coulomb 
potential. However, evidence tends to show that molten salts show 
indi vidual or group peculiarities which complicate the understanding 
of their morphOlogy. 
Information on the structure of single-component molten salts 
has been deduced directly from spectroscopic scattering experiments. 
n;o well established conclusions have been drawn: 
(1) anions in the melt are surrounded by cations and vice versa; 
(2) the anion-cation distances in the melt are shorter than those 
in the corresponding crystal. 
Furthermore, for alkali chlorides it appears that the co-ordination 
numbers in the melt appear to be remarkably close to those in the 
solid. At temperatures close to their melting points the time-
average structures of simple molten salts resemble the well-defined 
arrays of their parent crystals [35]. However, melting causes 
reorganization of the constituent atoms into simple and complex ions, 
with the creation of space between these groups. 
The approach to the study of the properties of molten salts 
mixtures has consisted of a systematic investigation of the properties 
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of the mixtures, including thermodynamic quantities and spectroscopic 
properties. IHthin these studies, five categories of molten salt have 
been recognised. 
(i) Equally charge-symmetrical binary systems with a common ion, 
e.g. NaCl-NaBr. 
(ii) Unequally charge-symmetrical binary systems with a common ion, 
e.g. MgC12-CaC12' 
(iii) Charge-unsymmetrical binary systems with a common ion, 
e.g. NaN03-Pb(N03)2' 
(iv) Reciprocal binary mixtures in which two salts~o common ion 
are mixed to form a melt with four ions. Depending on the ion 
charges, reciprocal mixtures can be symmetrical or unsymmetrical, 
e.g. KC1-NaBr, CaC03-Na2S04' 
(v) Ternary (or higher) systems in which three (or more) salts are 
mixed in any of the above combinations. 
When in a molten mixture of salts the ingredients interact to 
form complex compounds, clusters and ion pairs [37]. The interactions 
are an example of the general process of solvation. In studies with 
molten salts, the solvent supplies the ligands for the complex 
compounds. In aqueous systems not only the complex compound but the 
ligands themselves are solutes, usually dilute, in the comparatively 
inert solvent, water. Molten salts differ from aqueous solutions by 
the absence of an electrically neutral reference solvent to which the 
movement of the constituent ions can be referred [35]. 
Recent developments have widened the scope of the term molten 
salts to include molten media which may not be wholly ionic or derived 
from simple salts. However, the majority of melts studied are 
substantially dissociated in the liquid state and the proton is very 
much a less important species. 
The electrolyte KP.2HF does not easily fit into any of the five 
categories mentioned above. It is, however, a molten salt in the 
wider sense of the term. One way of regarding it is as a solution of 
KP in hydrogen fluoride. Liquid liP on its own undergoes slight 
ionization: 
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+ 2HF ,.. 112F + F (3.38) 
for which the auto-protolysis constant is 2 x 10- 12 mo1 2 dm- 6 [22]. 
In the presence of KF, [F ... H-F] ions are formed by the development of 
a hydrogen-bond between a simple fluorine ion F and a molecule of 
undissociated HF. Therefore in an electrolyte of KF.2HF there will be 
an excess of solvent HF, which will play a role similar to water in 
such areas as the double layer, a description of which follows. 
3.4 The Electrode-Electrolyte Interphase 
An interphase is a region between two phases where the properties 
of this region are not yet equivalent to those in either bulk phase. 
This region is most important as it is here that any reaction occurs. 
On placing an electrode in an electrolyte, there is a breakdown 
of neutrality at the phase boundaries. Two layers of opposite electrical 
charge are formed which are separated by a few tenths of a nanometer. 
This is termed the double layer and across this a potential difference 
exists. 
Models of varying sophistication have been proposed in the past. 
These range from the simple Helmholtz model [38], represented in 
figure 3.3, which proposed two rigidly held planes of equal charges 
having purely capacitive behaviour, to a model proposed by Devanathan 
et al [39]. The Helmholtz model was modified by Gouy [40] and 
Chapman [41] by introducing the concept of a diffuse layer in the 
electrolyte where the distribution of ions is a result of the ordering 
forces of the electrical field and disorder due to thermal motion. 
The ions are assumed to be point charges which approach to within 
infinitely small distances of the electrode surface. 
The concept was further modified by Stern [42] by allowing the 
ions a finite volume. Also postulated was a monolayer of ions held at 
a finite distance from the electrode with a diffuse layer extending 
into the bulk solution. Grahame [43] proposed an interphase of three 
layers - a Helmholtz plane divided in two and a diffuse layer, figure 
3.4. The inner plane of the Helmholtz layer passes through the 
centres of specifically adsorbed anions which are unlikely to be 
solvated and the outer plane passes through solvated cation centres at 
their plane of closest approach. 
The morc recent model of Devanathan et al [39] 
d . ~ . //i f I . h' I pre omInate) eXlstanCe 0 so vent In t e Intcrp 1asc. 
I / 
proposes the 
They suggested 
that the electrode surface is covered with an oriented layer of solvent 
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Figure 3.3 Charge distribution and potential profile through the 
double layer according to the Helmholtz model [38]. 
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Figure 3.4 Charge distribution and potential profile through the 
double layer according to the Grahame model [43]. 
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molecules, which on certain sites are displaced by specifically 
adsorbed ions which do not carry a solvation shell (Figure 3.5). 
At potentials close to the equilibrium potential the behaviour 
of the molten salt electrode/electrolyte interphase can be comparable 
with that of an aqueous system [35]. It is generally accepted that 
molten salts have some kind of a diffuse region, which can be 
modified to postulate an electrical multilayer [44], where the 
excess charge on the melt side of a liquid metal-molten salt inter-
phase may be distributed across several ionic layers. 
3.5 Mechanisms of Hydrogen Evolution 
In the cathodic evolution of hydrogen from acid media: 
+ H + e + 1Hz (3.39) 
the particular mechanism inVOlved depends on the electrode material 
under consideration, the solution composition and the pre-treatment of 
the electrode surface. There is, however, generally only one type of 
intermediate, which is the adsorbed hydrogen atom. Three main steps 
are assumed to be operative: 
(1) The discharge or Volmer process 
+ H + M + e + M-H (ads) (3.40) 
(2) The electrochemical or Heyrovsky process 
+ H + H (ads) + e + Hz (3.41) 
(3) The hydrogen atom combination or Tafel reaction 
2H (ads) + Hz (3.42) 
Both possible mechanisms involve the formation and cleavage of an M-H(ads) 
bond and it can be seen that \;hile an increase in the free energy of 
adsorption favours the formation of M-H, the opposite effec1: is seen in 
the cleavage process. Consequently, intermediate values of t.G~DS 
favour higher rates of reaction. This can be represented in the form 
of a "volcano" plot shown in Figure 3.6 [45] .. 
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Figure 3.6 'Volcano' plot of the exchange current density for the 
hydrogen evolution reaction versus the metal-hydrogen bond formed with 
the metal of the electrode [45]. 
Anyone of the three steps may be rate determining and the 
nature of this step may vary with overpotential. 
(1) Discharge step rate determining 
The rate of this step can be written as 
= (3.43) 
If this step is always slow when compared with (3.41) and (3.42), then 
9 is small and (1 - 9) + 1. The current density for this mechanism 
may then be written as: 
and 
log I = log F kl + log CH+ - ~lF nl 
RT 
(3.44 ) 
(3.45) 
The Tafel slope is then-equal to -2.3RT/~lF mY/decade and the reaction 
is first order with respect to proton. 
(2) Electrochemical step rate determining 
The rate of this step can be written as 
+ 
"z = (3.46) 
(a) At low overpotentials the current may be obtained by applying a 
quasi-equilibrium assumption. Thus: 
and 
where 
I = 2m F kZ C Z H+ exp [- Cl + ~z)F (3.47) 
RT 
log I = log 2m F kz + 2 log CH+ - (1 + Clz)F nz (3.48) 
RT 
m = exp [-F _(_E_Z_:T_-_E_l_O_)) 
TIle Tafel slope is the - RT and the reaction is second order 
(1 +Clz) F 
wi th respect to proton. 
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(b) At high overpotentials e is obtained by using the approximation 
-T -T 
vI = v2' Therefore: 
and 
I = 2F k 2 CH+ K exp [- Cl ~~ n 2 ) 
log I = log 2F k2 K + log CH+ -Cl2F n2 
RT 
(3.49) 
(3. SO) 
where the Tafel slope is -RT and the reaction is first order with 
Cl2F 
respect to proton. 
(3) Hydrogen atom combination rate limiting 
At potentials near to the equilibrium potential e is obtained as 
in 2 (a) above. 
or 
and 
The current is found to be: 
I = 2F k3 C 2 exp H+ 
log I = log 2F k3 + 2 log CH+ - 2F n3 2.3RT 
(3.51) 
(3.52) 
(3.53) 
The Tafel slope becomes -2.3RT/2F and the reaction is second order with 
respect to proton. 
The conclusions of these treatments are summarised in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1 
Rate-determining step Overpotential range Tafel slope at 95°C 
(1) all (73/Cl) mY/decade 
(2) low (73/(I+Cl))mV/decade 
high (73/Cl) mY/decade 
(3) low 36 mY/decade 
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The existence of adsorbed hydrogen on electrocatalytically active 
metals may be demonstrated by means of cyclic voltammetry. TIle current 
observed reflects its formation or ionization (the hydrogen wave) by 
the Volmer reaction 
+ 
If + e "'" H (ads) (3.54) 
The hydrogen wave occurs at potentials positive to the reversible 
hydrogen electrode. The wave usually appears in the potential region 
between 0 - 0.4V positive to the reversible hydrogen electrode, thus 
corresponding to underpotential deposition. 
The anodic and cathodic waves are almost symmetrical, particularly 
on Pt. This indicates a very high rate of the Volmer reaction. The 
charge involved in the hydrogen wave on Pt is generally very 
reproducible and should correspond to one monoatomic layer of H (ads) 
- 210 ~Ccm-2 on Pt [45]. Therefore, it is possible that the Pt 
surface is fully covered with H (ads) at the reversible hydrogen 
electrode potential. On other metals, nickel for example, the surface 
coverage is much smaller than unity due to surf~ce oxidation. _ 
It is possible to observe several peaks in the hydrogen wave, 
indicating the existence of distinguishable kinds of H (ads) which 
are of differing chemical stability and reactivity. The feature occurs 
because of the existence of various crystallographic planes. The shape 
of the hydrogen wave is not usually reproducible in detail and depends 
on the previous treatment of the surface. 
The method of determining mechanism of hydrogen evolution 
described above has been applied to a molten salt system by Shams El 
Din [46]. The system studied was molten KHS04 at a range of 
temperatures (370-670°C). It was proposed that fused KHS04 is a very 
strong acid, apparently due to its ready ionization into hydrogen and 
sUlphate ions. Therefore, the melt is considered to be rich in free 
H+ ion. The diffusion of this ion to the cathode is unlikely to be 
the cause of any polarization. It was further assumed that the 
hydration of the proton in aqueous systems does not affect the slope 
of the Tafel plot. Therefore, it is possible to apply the results of 
the treatment to the evolution of hydrogen from molten KHS04' 
TI,e paper also quoted the KF.2HF system as an example of a molten 
sal t ,d th one or more ionizable hydrogen ions ,.hich is a prerequisi te 
for the cathodic evolution of hydrogen from a mol ten salt. It would, 
therefore, seem possible to extend this method to the present study. 
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Unfortunately, it is not possible to determine the effect of 
temperature on the reaction due to the rapid loss of hydrogen fluoride 
at higher temperatures. 
3.6 Gas Evolving Electrode 
A detailed review by Vogt [47] has been published and the passage 
which follows is a summary of the main features. 
A gas evolving electrode is characterised by the combined action 
of two functions. The first is that, as a consequence of an electro-
chemical reaction, a substance is liberated at the electrode which 
appears to be dissolved in the liquid adjacent to the electrode. The 
second is that the electrode causes, by a physical process, the 
liberation of the dissolved susbstance from the liquid by the formation 
of a gaseous phase. Both the electrochemical and physical processes 
are linked in the overall steady state condition if. certain 
prerequisites are satisfied. Examples of these are that consecutive 
homogeneous reactions do not occur, gas does not diffuse through 
and is not absorbed by the electrode and gas is not evolved at any 
other solid surfaces. 
At low current densities of the gas-evolving reaction, the 
dissolved gas is carried away from the electrode by molecular diffusion 
and is not transferred into the gaseous phase. At sufficientlY high 
current densities bubbles are formed at nucleation sites at the 
electrode. This results when supersaturation of the liquid next to 
the electrode reaches a high enough value and a thermodynamic 
fluctuation of sufficient magnitude occurs to form a bubble of at least 
the critical radius, RC' If a radius of less than RC occurs the bubble 
redissolves. Electrode surfaces include pits, scratches and grooves 
which are never perfectly wetted. These trap gas which can then act 
as a bubble initiator or nucleus. When a bubble leaves the surface, 
some residual gas is left which serves as a nucleus for a successive 
bubble. If, at a given supersaturation, the radius of the interface 
is smaller than RC the site is inactive. 
In an investigation of supersaturation in the vicinity of 
hydrogen- and oxygen-evolving electrodes [48] it was observed that a 
limiting value was reached at current densities of about 1000 Am- 2 . 
It is important to distinguish between the supersaturation governing 
the nucleation process (i.e. liquid contacting gas evolving electrodes) 
and the supersaturation governing bubble growth which has much lower 
values than the former. 
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The number of active nucleation sites in a given area depends on 
the supersaturation and on the total number of available sites. An 
increase in roughness of a surface does not necessarily lead to an 
increase in the number of nuclei as mass transfer may not be 
accelerated. In addition aging of nucleation sites leads to a loss of 
acti vi ty [49]. 
InitiallY the important factors in bubble growth are viscous, 
iner~nd interfacial forces. At large diameters the rate of mass 
transfer of dissolved gas is important and other factors can be 
neglected. The initial growth of bubbles is very slow but after a 
short period a transition to asymptotic growth occurs. 
Any formulated growth laws apply only to cases where adhering 
bubbles do not interefere, i.e. limited to moderate current density 
only. ~nOmalY is the jump-off of two bubbles of similar size during 
coalescence which may occur immediately two bubbles touch. The 
resulting bubble leaves the electrode and immediately returns to 
become reattached. Another form of coalescence occurs when large 
bubbles Qj)e up the face of the electrode and "scavenge" smaller bubbles. 
The growing bubble adheres to the surface until it reaches a size 
at which the adhesion forces resulting from interfacial tension are 
exceeded by buoyancy and shear forces, figure 3.7. 
The interfacial tension at the electrode-electrolyte interface 
depends greatly on the electrical potential. As the interfacial 
tensions at the solid-gas and gas-liquid interface remain almost 
constant the contact angle must change with the electrical potential. 
At a metal or graphite electrode, faced horizontally upward or 
vertically, the bubble departure diameter, d, is of the order of 50 ~m, 
depending on polarity, the electrolyte solution, current density and 
liquid bUlk flow velocity. Departure diameters are very much larger 
in molten salts, being of the order of 1 mm. 
Mass transfer is affected considerably by the processes 
associated IVi th the formation and detachment of bubbles. The following 
effects are the main influences: 
(1) Penetration Effect 
A detached, rising bubble transfers momentum to the surrounding 
liquid causing a flow wake to develop. Liquid from the outer edge of 
the concentration boundary layer is brought to the electrode surface 
causing the liquid adjacent to the electrode to be periodically 
replaced. The model assumes that a solution having the concentration 
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Figure 3.7 Balance of static forces acting on an idealized bubble 
adhering to a horizontal surface. 
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of the bulk reaches the electrode after the bubble has departed and 
that mass transfer is governed by non-steady-state diffusion during 
the time before the next bubble starts to grow. 
(2) Microconvection Effect 
While the growing bubble adheres to the electrode, the solution 
is pushed past the electrode in centrifugal directions. A micro-
convective flow regime develops in the vicinity of the bubble. This 
model assumes convective mass transfer alone to be active, diffusion 
being ignored. 
(3) Hydrodynamic or Macroconvection Effect 
A group of bubbles rising to the surface causes convective liquid 
flow which is not directly related to the two effects above. This two-
phase flow results in flow velocities which can interfere with other 
effects. The hydrodynamic model takes into account the electrolyte 
flow caused by this lifting effect and considers it to be the governing 
factor in mass transfer. 
3.7 Effect of Gas Evolution on Electrode Performance 
The main effects of gas evolution on the performance of a gas 
evolving electrode are [SO]: 
(1) Ohmic obstruction within the electrolyte. 
(2) Area masking on the electrode surface which raises surface over-
potential by increasing the effective current density. 
(3) Decreased local supersaturation, which lowers the concentration 
overpotential. 
It should be noted, however, that the latter factor only occurs 
wi th cathodes of high catalytic acti vi ty, where there is a departure 
from Tafel kinetics. In these cases a net depolarization of the 
electrode can be achieved. 
Much attention has been directed towards the increase in bulk 
electrolyte resistivity caused by dispersed bubbles as the electrical 
conductivity of gas is practically equal to zero. The effective 
conductivity of an electrolyte uniformly filled with gas bubbles may 
be estimated by two main equations - the Maxwell equation [51] and 
the Bruggeman equation [52]. 
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There also exists a thin layer of electrolyte close to the 
electrode surface which is knOlm to be more crowded wi th bubbles than 
the bulk electrolyte. TI,e phenomenon of locally obstructed gas 
removal is known as "bubble curtain" effect. Efforts have been made 
to characterise this layer in both experiments and theoretical studies. 
Kuhn and Stevenson [53] made current-potential measurements at gas-
evolving anodes and cathodes in sulphuric acid. In non-steady-state 
measurements, the ohmic drop component of the total voltage was 
isolated. Their results suggested a substantial ohmic component on 
or close to the electrode surface. Janssen and various co-workers 
[54, 55] have also studied the bubble effect on the ohmic resistance 
of a thin solution layer at a gas-evolving electrode by both current 
interruption and a.c. impedance methods. A dimensionless correlation 
for ~Rwm* (the increase in the resistance of the sOlution layer between 
diaphragm and working electrode due to bubbles, divided by the 
resistance of this layer in the absence of bubbles) was obtained, which 
included various parameters relating to the geometry of the cell and 
the nature of the gas and electrode. An interesting observation was 
that ~R * is independent of current density in the range studied. It 
- wm 
was also noted that a difference exists in the coalescence behaviour 
of oxygen and hydrogen, allOl,ing two types of gas-evOlving electrodes 
to be distinguished. For each type a model describing the mass transfer 
of indicator ions to the gas-evolving electrode is given [56, 57]. A 
further practical study was completed by Gallone et al [58]. Anodic 
and cathodic polarization curves were determined in KOH at a range of 
temperatures. They adopted the electronic current interrupter 
technique with the Luggin capillary either inserted from behind (i.e. at 
zero distance), or at a distance of 3 mm from the electrode. They also 
reported large resistance values localized on the electrode surface. 
As to the nature of the ohmic term, a number of conjectures were made. 
TIley disputed that the "bubble curtain" adhering to the gas evolving 
surface was the main source of ohmic polarisation. The fractional 
coverage shielding a portion of the electrode surface increases with 
current density. Consequently the true current density on the remaining 
surface gradually increases to more than its nominal value. Should this 
phenomenon be important, the overvoltage curve obtained after IR 
correction would no longer ShOl, Tafel linearity. In fact their 
findings confirmed Tafel linearity. 
Furthermore, calculations based on average bubble radius and 
fractional coverage [56, 59] give results ,;hich are more than onc order 
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of magnitude less than values obtained experimentally. The bubble 
curtain resistance should increase with current density a fact 
contradicted by their results, where a constant superficial resistance 
was observed. 
In view of these facts alternative theories were proposed. In 
the case of oxygen evolution there is the possibility of the formation 
of a resistive oxide layer. However, it was not confirmed by ohmic 
drop measurements carried out in a dry cell that such a layer would 
provide sufficient resistance. Also, this proposal was not considered 
tenable for cathodic hydrogen discharge. 
Another hypothesis concerned the build up of an adsorbed gas layer 
presenting a definite ohmic resistance. Such layers may be detected by 
galvanostatic potential-transient methods. They reported that 
Shibata [60] measured the formation of an oxygen film beyond monolayer 
thickness after anodization of smooth Pt at 50 mAm- 2 for 20 s. It was 
concluded that it was reasonable to assume that the multilayer thickness 
can reach a limiting value at relatively low current density and in a 
relatively short time. 
The increment in resistance due to the surface layer of bubbles 
has been estimated using bulk dispersion models such as the Maxwell and 
Bruggeman equations. Janssen and Barendrecht [54] found that 
log ~R* = a1 + b log i (where ~R* = (R - Ra)/ RO' R = ohmic resistance 
of a solution layer at the working electrode and RO = Rat i = 0). 
Vogt [61] presented a hydrodynamic model of a cell with gas evolving 
electrodes where the major assumption was that the ohmic resistance of 
the dispersion of gas bubbles in electrolyte can be separated into two 
parts; a stagnant boundary layer at the electrode being enriched in gas, 
and a flowing bulk in the centre region. This model would seem to be 
in agreement with the findings of Gallone et al [58]. 
Tobias [62] proposed useful approximations for treating concentrated, 
random suspensions of spheres and applied these resul ts in the 
evaluation of the effect of gas bubbles on the resistance and current 
distribution in electrolytic gas generators. Hine et al [63] 
differentiated between a relatively concentrated dispersion of gases 
near the electrode and the more dilute suspension in the bulk electrolyte. 
Sides and Tobias [64] presented an analytical solution for the 
primary potential and current distribution around a spherical bubble in 
contact with a plane electrode. The current density is zero at the 
point of contact of the bubble and reaches only 1% of its undisturbed 
value at 30% of the radius from that point. TI,ey also point out that 
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attached bubbles cause less obstruction than free bubbles since the 
field disturbance due to an attached bubble is truncated by the iso-
potential electrode surface. 
The bubbles were considered to be arranged regularly in a single 
layer and they obtained an expression for ~R, the addition to the ohmic 
interelectrode resistance calculated in the absence of bubbles. A 
simple approach to this model is to aSSume that at any plane parallel 
to the electrode surface the current density through the unvoided 
electrolyte is uniform. However, in this treatment a further resistance 
was introduced, occasioned by the pinching of the field in the neighbour-
hood of bubbles sited close to one another, as well as a fractional 
electrode coverage. Lanzi and Savinell [65] also presented a modification 
of the simple approach where the electrolyte among the attached bubbles 
is taken as a 3-dimensional dispersion of smaller bubbles. This was 
developed from a two-dimensional constriction model of a dense bubble 
curtain. Vogt [66], however, considered this unnecessary as ~R may be 
satisfactorilY estimated by using the more conventional approach of 
assigning an effective conductivity to the layer comprising the' bubble 
curtain. 
Hine and Murakami [67] measured the superficial resistivity of the 
solution containing bubbles, which agreed well with the Bruggemann 
equation, whilst Sigrist et al [68] found good correlation between 
effecti ve conductivi ty and the gas voidage with the Maxwell equation. 
The use of expanded metal electrodes to decrease the ohmic 
resistance is also detailed. Elsner and Coeuret [69] report on an 
experimental study of gas-evolving expanded metal electrodes. They 
observed the variations of the cell voltage with the electrolyte 
velocity and current density for different orientations of the mesh 
with respect to the electrolyte flow direction. They concluded that 
the cell voltage depended on the orientation of the mesh and that 
certain orientations allow the deflecting of the gas towards the rear 
of the electrode but at the same time coalescence of bubbles and the 
immobilization of big bubbles are facilitated. 
Leroux and Coeuret [70, 71, 72] have completed detailed studies 
of current and potential distribution and mass transfer at flow-
through electrodes of ordered sheets of expanded metal. The influence 
of mesh size, mest orientation with respect to the electrolyte flow 
direction and the respective arrangement of the sheets are studied. 
In conclusion, they recommend a particular orientation of the grids 
and a small mesh size to guarantee a high mass transfer coefficient. 
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Jorne and Louvar [73] observed that, while gas evolution enhances 
mass transfer of reactants to and from the electrode surface, the 
presence of bubbles Can lead to increased ohmic drop and non-uniform 
current distribution. They tested the effectiveness of gas-diverting 
electrodes as a function of spacing between the cathode and membrane, 
the current density, the temperature and the geometry of the electrode. 
They reported an increase in current efficiency due to induced 
turbulence and that restrictions on cell height are removed. 
Hine and Murakami [74] investigated the effect of bubbles on 
terminal voltage, solution i-R drop and overvoltage in a vertical cell 
with perforated electrodes. They report that, lvhile cell voltage can 
be minimized, the reduction in surface area is an important disadvantage. 
From the experimental results obtained the optimum perforation was 
estimated to be in the range 5-15%. 
3.8 Linear Potential Sweep/Cyclic Voltammetry 
The technique of potential sweep can be used to give detailed 
pictures of charge transfer systems and reaction mechanisms. The basis 
of the technique is to apply a linear-potential/time function to an 
-
electrode, observing the subsequent current response. If the electrode 
potential .is simply swept from one limit to another at a given sweep 
speed, v, and the potential sweep halted, it is termed linear sweep 
voltammetry. If the electrode potential, having reached the second 
limit is reversed and swept back to the first limit, this is termed 
cyclic voltammetry. After returning to the first limit, the sweep may 
be halted, reversed again or continued to a third potential limit. 
The current-voltage trace obtained can be viewed as an "electro-
chemical spectrum", the shape and position of any current peaks being 
determined by.solution composition, concentration, electrode material 
and sweep rate. Slow sweep rates are employed for "steady-state" 
current-voltage curves, where it is assumed that the surface relaxes 
sufficiently rapidlY for the surface to approach a true steady-state. 
Higher sweep rates are used to test the existence of short lived 
intermediates. Any peak in this instance is the result of mass 
transfer and the progressive depletion of the electroactive species at 
the electrode. 
Accurate kinetic parameters can only be derived from linear potential 
sweep experiments as the equations derived for the technique apply to 
situations where there is not concentration gradient in the solution prior 
to the start of the sweep. Complex concentration gradients commonly 
arise during cyclic voltammetry. As a result this technique is more 
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sui ted to the ide~on of steps in an overall reaction and to the 
detection of new species appearing during electrolysis. Cyclic-
voltammetry is used, therefore, in the qualitative evaluation of inter-
mediates. 
For a simple electron transfer process an increased sweep rate (v) 
causes an increase in peak current density (i ) at the corresponding p 
peak potential (Ep)' 
surface is maintained 
The Nernstian equilibrium at the electrode 
if the electron transfer is sufficiently high. 
The peak current density for a cathodic sweep then follows the Randles-
Sev~ik relationship: 
I 
i = -0.4463 nF [nF) 2. 
P RT 
! 
0' . (3.55) 
where n is the overall number of electrons transferred in the electrode 
2 -1 00 process, 0 is the diffusion coefficient (cm s ), Co is the concentration 
of the oxidised species in the bulk solution (mol cm- 3), ip is the peak 
current density (A cm- 2) , and v is the sweep rate (Vs- l ). Thus, the peak 
current density is proportional to the square roots of both the sweep 
rate and the diffusion coefficient and directly proportional to the 
concentration of electroactive species. 
In the case where the reaction is slow in comparison with sweep 
rate the Nernstian response cannot be assumed. In this case the peak 
current density is also proportional to the square root of the transfer 
coefficient. 
3.9 Cyclic Voltammetry and Surface Processes 
In the case where peaks on a cyclic voltammogram are not caused by 
a process in which all reactants and products are freely soluble, a 
surface process may be involved, such as adsorption, metal deposition 
and corrosion. Where adsorbed species are the only electroactive 
components the behaviour of the peak current and peak shape will differ 
from that described above. The peaks are sharp and symmetrical, there 
is little or no peak separation and the charges associated with anodic 
and cathodic peaks should be equal. The actual values of I ,E and p p 
the peak width depend on the type of adsorption isotherm involved and 
the relative strengths of adsorption of the oxidised and reduced species. 
Where adsorption is described by a Langmuir isotherm the peak cathodic 
current density is given by: 
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I = (3.56) P 
where rO is the surface excess of the oxidised species before the sweep. 
Hence, the peak current is directly proportional to the sweep rate. 
In the case where both adsorbed and solution species are electro-
active, the current associated with the adsorbed species appears as a 
pre- or post-peak, depending on the relative strength of adsorption of 
products and reactants. Strong reactant adsorption results in a post-
peak and strong product adsorption in a pre-peak. The solution peaks 
1 
will increase in height in proportion with v', whilst pre- and post-
peaks increase directly with sweep rate. Furthermore, solution peak 
height will increase linearly with concentration, whilst adsorption 
peak height will increase with concentration (but not necessarily 
linearly) until reaching a limiting value at complete surface coverage. 
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CHAPTER 4 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
4.1 TIle Electrolytic Cell 
TIle basis of the electrolytic cell consisted of a 500 ml poly-
(methylpentene) (PMP) beaker into "hich varying electrode assemblies 
"ere fitted. TIle PMP beaker (Azlon Products) could be used at 
temperatures up to approximately 180°C, "as resistant to hydrogen 
fluoride and had the advantage over PTFE of being transparent, allo"ing 
the system to be observed during operation. 
TWo types of lid "ere designed and machined. TIle first "as 
intended for use "ith a simple lA cell used in the initial investigations. 
TIlis "as machined from a !" PTFE sheet and sat on the lip of the beaker. 
The lid supported the cell compQ~ents "hich included a mild steel 
cathode, t"o PTFE shrouded porous carbon anodes and a reference 
electrode holder (Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3). 
The cathode for· use in the simple lA cell "as pressure vessel 
grade mild steel (BS l50l), supplied by BNFL and used in plant cell 
cathode plates. The dimensions "ere 66 x 24 x 8 mm and "ere chosen to 
allDl; operation at a current density approximate to that reported for 
industrial cells [2]. TIlis "as held in the central position in the lid. 
TIle t"o counter electrodes "ere of Schumacher Carbo 30G porous 
carbon, again supplied by BNFL. TIle physical properties of this 
carbon are sho"n in Table 4.1. Impurities contained "ithin the carbon 
are sulphur, lead, iron, potassium, chromium, copper and nickel. These 
"ere prepared for the cell by "ashing "i th trichloroethylene to remove 
organic matter, 10% hydrochloric acid, distilled "ater and then drying 
at 100°C. Electrical contact "as made by a ring of copper foil I;hich 
fitted round the top most part of each anode rod. Each anode then sat 
on a flange "ithin the PTFE shielding, leaving a rad~ gap of 5 mm 
round the anode. Both anodes protruded approximately 2.5 cm from the 
bottom of the shielding, the purpose of "hich I;as to separate the 
product gases I;hich can react explosivelY if allo"ed to. mix. The PTFE 
chimneys fitted tightly over the shielding and the copper contact "as 
fed out under this. The t"o anodes then fitted, one on either side of 
the cathode into the lid. 
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Figure 4.1 
8 
A 
Components of lA cell. 
A Anode shield and chimney (PTFE). 
B Reference electrode holder (PTFE). 
C Porous carbon anode. 
All approximately to scale. 
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Figure 4.2 Components of lA cell. 
D Spade type cathode. 
E Modified screw in cathode with support (PTFE). 
F Cell lid (PTFE) 1. Position of anodes. 
2. Position of cathode. 
3. Position of reference electrode. 
4. Vent hole. 
All approximately to scale. 
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PALLADIUM WIRE-+---I 
PTFE SHIELDING +-+--
PTFE REFERENCE -1-1--1-
ELECTRODE HOLDER 
PTFE CHIMNEY 
PTFE LID 
500ml 
PMP BEAKER 
-+--+-- POROUS CARBON 
ANODE 
MILD STEEL 
CATHODE 
1 AMP LABORRTORY CELL 
Figure 4.3 Diagram of assembled lA cell. 
TABLE 41 
TYPICAL PHYSICAL PROPERI'IES OF CARBO 30G 
Bulk Permeability* 0.040 
Density Bulk 1.19 g cm-3 
Apparent 1.97 g cm-3 
Porosity OPV 40 % v/v 
Median Pore Dia 69 pm 
Tensile Strength 52 kg an-2 
Resistivity 11 mJ\..an 
Attrition Rate 0.23 % w/w s-l 
Graphite Carbon 5.0 % w/w 
*Measured on the flON rate of nitrogen in m3s-1 passing through 1 m2 
of specirren 2. 5cm thick under a pressure of 5cm water gauge. 
-~ 
The reference electrode was Pd/112 which was prepared in the 
following manner. The end of a 0.5 mm diameter Pd ~ (99.99% purity, 
Koch Light Ltd.) was formed into a ball of about 1 mm diameter by 
heating in a reducing flame. The electrode was then charged with 
hydrogen in the KF.2I1F melt. The uptake of hydrogen causes the Pd to 
undergo a phase transition when the H2/Pd ratio exceeds 0.6: 
a - Pd + 112 = B - Pd (H2) (4.1) 
The charging was carried out with a D.C. power pack (Thurlby 
PL320) for 6 hours with a charging current of 5 mA. The electrode was 
then allowed to rest overnight to allow it to stabilise. The 
palladium ~ was held in a PTFE unit with a crude Luggin probe that 
was positioned close to the cathode. 
This electrode is a hydrogen electrode and all electrode potentials 
are reported relative to it. However, it is not a standard hydrogen 
electrode since the activity of H+ in the melt will not be unity. 
Without the autoprotolysis constant of HF in the electrolyte at 95°C 
an estimate of-the electrode potential relative to a SHE is impossible 
(75 ]. 
The second type of electrode assembly was designed for use with a 
smaller cathode. The reference electrode holder and the anode assembly 
were interchangeable with the design described above. A ring of PTFE 
was machined from I" PTFE and fitted tightlY into the top of the 
beaker. Into this was inserted the stepped PTFE lid allowing overlap 
wi th the edges of the ring. 
The cathode \Vas a dsic of mild steel machined from an 8 mm plate, 
\Vhich was then scre\Ved into a PTFE support in a vertical orientation. 
The diameter of the electrode was IS mm and the electrical connection 
was made to the back via a channel leading from the top of the support 
to the scre\V thread. A nickel electrode of the same type was also 
prepared. 
Other cathodes used \Vere of a rod type \Vhich were inserted into 
the cell via and supported by the vent tubes. These were used in 
galvanostatic experiments and \Vere of mild steel, lead, nickel, 
platinised mild steel and electroless plated nickel on steel. The 
platinised mild steel electrode was prepared by a three second dip in 
chloroplatinic acid. The electrode of electroless plated nickel on 
steel was prepared by using a commercially available plating mixture. 
The electrolyte, except where othcndse stated, was industrial 
grade KF.2111' as supplied and used by BNF plc. It was delivered in a 
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conditioned (pre-electrolysed) state with a high level of IIF. A 
typical analysis, supplied by BNF plc. is: 
HF 43.4% w/w 
11 20 0.09% w/w 
Fe 450 ppm 
Ni 41 ppm 
Cu <5 ppm 
Pb 180 ppm 
The heater unit was a modified chromatographic oven with a well 
in which the beaker sat. A window was cut into the front of the unit 
which allowed the cell to be observed when illuminated from the rear. 
The oven generally operated at 95°C and was fitted with a thermal 
cutout which prevented operation at temperatures above 150°C. 
750 g of solid electrolyte were placed in the PMP beaker and 
covered with a plain PTFE lid. This was then placed in the heater unit. 
When first molten the electrolyte was o~aque but after one or two days 
became very clear. The plain lid was then replaced Idth the _electrode 
assembly. 
4.2 Electrical Equipment 
A Thompson Ministat potentiostat (0.20 V, 0-15 A) was used through-
out the project. Potential-time ramps were prOduced by either a 
Thompson Precision "16 bit" ramp generator or a Kemitron function 
generator which also incorporated a pulse unit. A Bryans 26000 X-Y 
chart recorder was used to record current-potential data and a BBC Y-t 
recorder for current-time data. 
4.3 Preparation of Pure Electrolyte (or "much ado about nothing") 
Potassium bifluoride (GPR grade, BDH) was obtained and purified by 
recrystallisation from tri-distilled water. Potassium bifluoride (300 g) 
was added to distilled 'vater (350 ml) in a PMP beaker, covered with a 
PMP watch glass and heated. If necessary the solution was mixed with 
a polypropylene-coated stirring rod. When all the solid was dissolved, 
the potassium bifluoride lVas allowed to crystallise in an ice bath. 
When crystallisation was complete the solid ,vas filtered off using a 
polye.thylcne Buchner funnel and polypropylenc Buchner flask. The 
crystals remaining lVere redissolved in distilled lVater (200 ml) and 
allOlved to crystallise. Again the mixture lVas filtered by Buchner 
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funnel and washed with analar acetone (Fisons). Potassium bifluoride 
remaining in solution was salted out with acetone and filtered. The 
crystals were then dried, at approximately 100°C in the heater unit 
used for other experiments until a constant weight was acheived. 
The apparatus for addition of hydrogen fluoride to potassium 
bifluoride is shown in Figure 4.4. The valves and tubing were of PTFE 
(Production Techniques) and the mixing bottle of polypropylene with a 
PTFE bung through which the tubing passed. The nitrogen (OFN, BOC) was 
fed into the system through a non-return valve and into the mixing 
bottle. Hydrogen fluoride (Fisons) passed through a fine control 
needle valve into the mixing bottle. A coarse control valve regulated 
the flow of gas from the mixing bottle through a bulkhead coupling into 
a PMP beaker with a tightly-fitting lid of PTFE. 
Owing to the bulky nature of the recrystallised potassium bifluoride 
its addition to the beaker was completed in stages. The beaker was 
filled with potassium bifluoride and a perforated, inverted PMP beaker 
connected to the tUbing was inserted. The lid was fitted and the 
beaker placed in the heater unit at 90°C. 
with OFN and the nitrogen then shut off. 
The system was the!) flushed 
The hydrogen fluoride 
cylinder was gently warmed with a hot air blower and hydrogen fluoride 
gas was fed into the beaker. On this addition the potassium bifluoride 
started to dissolve and its volume decreased, allowing the further 
addition of the crystals. 
Percentage hydrogen fluoride was determined by removing 
approximately I g of electrolyte, using a short length of PTFE tubing 
with a rubber teat on one end. The sample was placed in a PMP beaker, 
weighed and dissolved in 200 ml tri-distilled water. This solution 
was then tit.rated with lM NaOH solution using phenolphthalein as 
indicator and the percentage hydrogen fluoride calculated. 
Originally difficulty was experienced in obtaining electrolyte of 
a sufficiently high hydrogen fluoride level. Electrolyte with 39% HF 
was satisfactory for cyclic-voltammetry experiments but not for 
galvanostatic experiments, where polarisation occurred. Consequently 
the technique .vas modified by cooling the beaker in an ice/water slurry. 
This method proved very time consuming but at least yielded electrolyte 
of a suitable composition. 
Analysis of metallic impurities was again performed by BNF plc. 
and this is the analysis of a typical batch of electrolyte: 
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B 
D E 
A NONRETURN VALVE 
B FINE CONTROL NEEDLE VALVE 
C CORRSE CONTROL NEEDLE VRLVE 
D HF CYLINDER 
E MIXING BOTTLE 
F BEAKER WITH KF.HF 
F 
Figure 4.4 Apparatus for addition of HF to recrystallised KF.HF in 
preparation of purified electrolyte. 
Fe 12 ppm 
Ni <10 rpm 
Cu <5 ppm 
Pb 20 ppm 
Cr <5 ppm 
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CHAPTER 5 
INITIAL INVESTIGATION OF HYDROGEN EVOLUTION IN KF. 2HF 
5.1 Preliminary Observations of lA Cell 
On first placing the mild steel cathode in the electrolyte small 
bubbles were seen to be evolved from the electrode. Furthermore,~ 
initial polarization into the hydrogen evolution region, a fine white 
powder was discharged from the electrode. This collected at the bottom 
of the cell and after a short time the discharge ceased. These 
phenomena were attributed to the following equilibrium: 
Fe + 2HF .=' FeF2 + H2 (5.1) 
FeF2 being a white powder. An open circuit potential of approximately 
-210 mV versus Pd/H2 was established. 
Cyclic voltammograms of mild steel in industrial electrolyte were 
obtained with varying potential limits. Figure 5.1 shows a voltammogram 
with a sweep speed of 10 mVs-] in the range -O.lV to -l.OV versus Pd/H2. 
Hydrogen evolution occurs at potentials more negative than -400 mV on 
the forward s\~eep. Also present on the reverse sweep are two oxidation 
peaks whi~h were considered to be indicative of the removal of metallic 
impurities, deposited whilst in the h.e.r. region. It is known that 
the electrolyte contains easily detectable amounts of iron, lead and 
nickel, which are present as impurities from the preparation in 
industrial type cells. It is also known that Ni should have little 
effect on the cathodic process as it is present in the form [NiF6]2-. 
This has a red cOlouration [76] and it is interesting to note that a 
mild steel electrode may take up a pink/red colouration if stood in 
the electrolyte at open circuit for some time. Iron and lead fluorine 
complexes are not common. Tetrahedral FeF4 does not seem to exist, 
although CsFeF4 appears as a result of the FeF63- octahedrals sharing 
F ions. FeF6r ions are known in the solid state but only species 
with fewer fluorine atoms occur in solution. HOI~ever, any existing 
complexes will not be intensely coloured, the disappearance of colour 
On addition of fluoride ions being a qualitative analytical test for 
certain complexes. 
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Figure 5.1 Voltammogram of mild steel in industrial KF.2HF. 
-[ Sweep speed = 0.01 Vs . Potential limits:- 0.10 V + -1.0 V 
vs Pd/H2 
By changing the anodic limit of the voltammogram the effect of 
the deposited metallic impurities on the cathodic current was observed. 
Figure 5.2 shows a voltammogram with potential limits of -290 mV and 
-1000 mV versus Pd/H2 , i.e. only one of the impurities is removed from 
the electrode on the reverse sweep. This causes the reduction of the 
cathodic current to about half its value in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.3 
shows a voltammogram with the potential limits -370 mV and -1000 mV, 
i.e. both impurities remain on the electrode throughout the sweep. It 
can be seen that the cathodic current is virtually the same as in 
Figure 5.2, the only difference being the exclusion of both peaks. 
Simple potentiostatic experiments emphasised the effects of 
impurities. An electrode which had previously been held in hydrogen 
evolution, to allow the build up of impurities on the electrode surface, 
was pulsed from a potential cathodic of both peaks to -1000 mV versus 
Pd/H2 . The current/time response is shown in Figure 5.4. The behaviour 
was compared with that of a clean electrode pulsed to the same potential 
(Figure 5.5). The latter showed an initial peak followed by a slight 
drop and finally shows a voltammogram with potential limits of -0.290 V 
and -1.0 V versus Pd/H2, i.e. only one of the impurities is removed 
from the electrode on the reverse sweep. This causes the reduction of 
the cathodic current to about half its value in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.3 
shows a voltammogram with potential limits of -0.370 V and -1.0 V, 
i.e. both impurities remain on the electrode throughout the sweep. It 
can be seen that the cathodic current is virtually the same as in 
Figure 5.2, the only difference being the exclusion of both peaks. 
Simple potentiostatic experiments emphasised the effect of 
impurities. Figure 5.4 shows the current-time response of a clean 
electrode pulsed to -1.0 V versus Pd/Hz. The response of a pre-
cathodised electrode (Figure 5.5) differs in that the initial current 
is approximately half that for the clean electrode. However, both 
electrodes eventually show similar current densities. This implies 
that the deposit of impurities, possibly including lead, depresses 
hydrogen evolution. The higher initial current seen for a clean 
electrode may also be partially caused by the nucleation of the 
impurities. 
During the course of these simple experiments observations were 
made on the nature of the bubbles. (This will be referred to several 
times in the course of the thesis and, therefore, the photographic 
evidence is COllected into one chapter tQl,ards the end to allow easier 
comparison of varying condi tions.) On commencing electrolysis at the 
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Figure 5.4 Current/time response of clean mild steel electrode in 
industrial electrolyte. E = -1.0 V vs Pd/H2' 
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mild steel electrode the bubbles were small, spherical and streamed 
freely from the electrode. However, as the electrolysis progressed it 
appeared that fewer nucleation sites were in operation and the bubbles 
were larger with diameters of 2-3 mm. Furthermore, they became distorted 
by buoyancy forces, with contact angles at the lower point of contact of 
more than 90 0 • 
Concurrent with the change in bubble characteristics, there was a 
build up of impurities on the electrode surface. This was demonstrated 
by operating at a given potential for some time and then sweeping the 
electrode potential back through the open circuit potential and recording 
the current response. Large anodic peaks were obtained at the potentials 
observed previously. Furthermore, flakes of material were seen to fall 
from the electrode. lfuen the potential was returned to the hydrogen 
evolution region a mixture of bubble sizes were observed. Large bubbles 
were evolved from the covered areas of the electrode and smaller bubbles 
from the areas clear of any deposit. 
The observation of increase in bubble size and contact angle was 
also recorded by Rudge [2] although no explanation was offered. From 
these experiments it would appear that there is a link between 
deposition of metallic impurities and the increase in bubble size. It 
is also possible that the impurities affect the overvoltage by forming 
a ne\; surface on the electrode. This may increase the surface area 
but may also have higher overvoltage requirements. 
5.2 Galvanostatic Studies on a Variety of Electrode Materials 
Electrodes of mild steel, lead, nickel, electroless nickel plated 
on steel and platinised mild steel were operated at 40 mA cm-2 in 
industrial electrolyte. Both rod type and flat electrodes were used to 
compare the nature of bubbles on the two electrode geometries. 
The potential-time profiles of corresponding electrodes in each 
set were similar although in general the rod type electrodes showed 
greater potential noise due to bubbles leaving the electrode. HOI;ever, 
there was no readily visible difference in bubble type 
The potential-time profile is shown in Figure 5.6. There is an 
initial peak in potential, a slight fall and then a prolonged increase 
to give a more or less stable value after about eight hours. Also 
apparent is an increase in potential noise which is indicative of the 
gradual increase in bubble size and contact angle. 
Both the nickel and electroless plated nickel electrodes showed 
a higher initial overvoltage and very much larger potential noise, 
(Figures 5.7 and 5.8). However, with continued operation the over-
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Figure 5.6 Potential/time response of mild steel electrode in 
industrial electrolyte. Cathodic current density = 0.04 Acm- 2 . 
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Figure 5.7 Potential/time response of nickel electrode in industrial 
electrolyte. Cathodic current density; 0.04 Acm- 2 . 
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voltage dropped to give a value after two or three hours similar to 
that for mild steel. In addition there was a marked decrease in 
potential noise. The type of bubbles present at the start of electrolysis 
were very different from those evolved from mild steel. They were 4-5 mm 
in diameter and extremely lenticular with contact angles greatly in 
excess of 90°. These bubbles were not released from the electrode but 
skimmed up the surface. As the electrolysis progressed the bubbles 
became much less lenticular, with a smaller contact angle and were 
similar to those evolved on mild steel after a similar period of operation. 
Lead is a notoriously non-catalytic metal and would, therefore, be 
expected to require the largest overvoltage. Indeed, it showed the 
largest initial potential peak, (Figure 5.9), but the overvoltage 
decreased in a series of steps to give a final value similar to that for 
mild steel. The bubbles evolved on lead showed none of the extremes of 
behaviour observed on mild steel and nickel and the potential noise 
virtually disappeared after about 3 hours of operation. 
Platinised mild steel showed great activity for hydrogen evolution, 
functioning at a very low overpotential for about 30 minutes. However, 
a marked increase in overpotential occurred after this time to give a 
final overvoltage similar to that for mild steel, (Figure 5.10). The 
bubble characteristics showed a similar pattern to mild steel. 
5.3 Investigation of the Electrode Deposit 
After two to three hours operation it is possible to see a deposit 
on the electrode which consists of a smooth layer firmly attached to 
the electrode and a more porous layer of small dendrites on top of this. 
Figure 5.11 shows the surface of a mild steel electrode after 3 hours 
operation at 100 mA cm- 2 and then washed to remove any electrolyte. 
To test for the presence of metallic impurities in the depOSit, 
the new surface of the electrode was analysed by EDAX. Some problems 
were encountered because of the large amounts of potassium present in 
the solidified, adhering electrolyte, which could mask the peaks of 
less abundant metals. The electrolyte may be washed away but there is 
also a risk of removing the deposit itself. Nevertheless, it is 
apparent from the spectra of mild steel, nickel and lead electrodes 
(Figures 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14) that lead and iron are present in the 
deposi ted layer. From a I;avelength dispersive analysis, performed by 
the electron probe microanalyser, it seems that the tl;O metals are 
present in more or less equal quantities and make up the majority of 
the deposit. A very 10\; level of nickel (3%) was detected on the mi Id 
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Figure 5.9 Potential/time response of lead electrode in industrial 
electrolyte. Cathodic current density = 0.04 Acm- 2 . 
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Figure 5.10 Potential/time response of platinised mild steel 
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Figure 5 .11 Deposi t on mild s t eel e l ectrode after operating at 
0 .10 Acm- Z for 3 hours. Magnification x 6.3 . 
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Figure 5.12 EDAX ana l ysis of deposit on mi l d s t ee l e l ectrode after 
opera t i ng at 0.30 Acm- 2 for 3 hours . 
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Figure 5.13 EDAX analysis of deposit oielectrode after operating at 
0.30 Acm- 2 for 3 hours. 
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Figure 5.14 EDAX analysis of dcposic on nickel electrode afcer 
operacing at 0.30 Acm- 2 for 3 hours. Nocc large potassium peak due to 
inadequate washing of deposit. 
Pb 
steel electrode indicating that small amounts of the metal may be 
present in forms other than the complex [NiF6]3- . 
5 . 4 Discussion 
5.4.1 Influence of e lectrode material on overvoltage 
The bulk electrode material certainly has a l arge influe nce on 
overvoltage at the start of electrolysis. As expec ted, Jead shO\;s the 
largest overvoltage and platinised I.ild s tee l s howed the greatest 
acti vi ty for hydrogen evolution. Ho\;ever, after three or four hours 
all electrodes show similar overvoltages . In the case of platinised 
mild steel the change in activity is probably linked \;ith the active 
sites of p latinum being covered by deposited impurities. For nickel 
a nd lead electrodes , the activity appears to be increased by the 
depOSition. This implies that, apart from the first 30 minutes of 
electro l ysis, the active surface for hydrogen evolution is no longer 
the bulk e lectrode but becomes the deposi t. This explains \;hy all 
electrodes eventually show very similar overvoltages despite their 
\;idely differing initial behaviour. 
5.4 . 2 Influence of electrode material on bubble characteristics 
The bulk electrode material appears to have a great influence on 
the type of bubbles produced . The t\;O extreme cases seen in this s tudy 
are nickel and mild steel . Nickel electrodes produce very large, 
l enticular bubb l es at the start of e l ectrolysis \;hich interfere greatly 
\;itl1 e l ectro l ysis, almost forming a visible gas film over the electrode 
surface. These bubbles 1 hO\vever, decrease in size as impurities are 
deposited and at least part of the decrease in operating overvoltage 
for nickel may be a ttributed to the improved bubble . c haracterist:ics . 
In comparison, mild steel produces small spherica l bubb les a t the s t art 
of electrolysis \vhich increase in size \vith time. 
That the metallic deposit is responsible for the changes seen is 
a lmost certain. Ivhere a mild s teel electrode has areas that are 
uncovered, sma ll bubb les are evo lved. Where the electrode is covered, 
large bubbles are evolved . 
That there is a difference bet"een the bubble evo l ving character-
i stics of nickel and stee l ha s been r epo rte d by Elsner and Coeuret [69]. 
In a study of pOtenti31 distribution along c,p311de d meta l e lectrodes, 
nickel and stee l electrodes \; e1'e used. They repOTted th3t the cell 
voltage \vas higher for sto. inlcss steel :lnd jttri.butcd th.i s to t he 
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bubb l es evo l ved on the materia l s havi ng different characteristics and , 
in particu lar , different diameters. Unfortunately, no fur t her detai l s 
were give n other than the solution potential distributions being very 
different for the two . They repor t ed poor reproducibi l i ty during 
their experiments particularly for stainless stee l. I-! O\,ever , they dra" 
the qua l itative conc lusion that the s uperficial state of the e l ectrode 
cllanges during an experiment. particularly witll nickel. It is on this 
superficial state that the distribution of nucleation centres and the 
growth of bubb l es both depend directly. This is doub l y so in the case 
of the present study as the surface is modified still further by 
deposition of impurities . 
These observations on gas evolution tend to imply that the 
presence of bubb l es has an adverse effect on bubble eVO l ution. In the 
case of nickel t ile overvo l tage decreases as bubble size and, hence, 
potential noise decrease. Mild steel shows a lower overvoltage "hen 
small bubbles are evolved than when larger ones are prOduced. The 
effect may not be sole l y due to the bubbles as there is probably an 
increase in surface area as we l l but it is impossib l e to separate the 
th10 factors . 
The i ncrease in ohmic potential drop due to the presence of gas 
bubb l es is a well documented phenomenon in other systems but has not 
been investigated in KF . 2HF. The system presently under study differs 
from many other industrial installations in that it is not practically 
possible to circulate the electrolyte. Thus bubbles are on l y released 
"hen buoyancy and shear forces in the static electrolyte out\'eigh the 
adhesion forces r esulting from interfacial tension . Another difference 
is that the hydrogen evolut ion current density is fair l y 101' at 
approximate l y 40 mA cm- Z, "hile other gas producing e l ectrodes are 
expected to "ork at current de nsities as high as 1 A cm- Z. 
5.5 Conclusions 
(1) The active surface for hydrogen evolution is the bul k electrode 
for on l y a relatively short period of operation. After this the deposi t 
of impurities becomes the active surface. Therefore, the choice of 
cathode material can be based almost solely on cost . 
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(2) '[1te deposit on the electrode materia l improves the overvoltage 
characteristics of lead probably by the deposition of iron , 'I1tere .. ill 
also be an increase in surface area .. hich is beneficial toO , 
(3) '/1to meta llic deposi t affects the bubb l e cha rac t eris ti cs caus ing 
i nte rmediate sizes to predominate, In the case of mild stee l t his has 
ti n adverse ef fect, as in the abse nce of th e deposit s mall bu bbl es arc 
fo rmed, [n t he case of nicke l the performance i s improved by 
decreasing bubble size , 
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CIIAPTER 6 
ELECTllOCIIE~HCAL INVESTIGATION OF HYDllOGEN EVOLUTION 
ON P LATlNU~1 AND mLD STEE L 
6 .1 S~udy of Platinum in KF . 2HF 
6 .1 .1 Introduction 
DOU~lty e~ al [77] have pub lis hed a study of fluorine evo lution 
on platinwn in anhydrous hydrogen fluoride at: O°C. In steady state 
exper iments it "as shOlm ~hat log i-E graph s have a linear portion 
and that the Tafel s lope is (240 mV) - 1 . The recorded cyclic 
vo ltammograms bet"een 0 V and 3.0 V vs Pd/ H2 s ho«ed t"o oxida~ion 
peaks prior to fluorine evo lution and a s in g l e reduction peak. on the 
reverse s,;eep . The peak hei gh~ of the latter varied linearly ,;i ~h 
s,;eep rate and therefore the process ';as s ugges ted to be the reduct:ion 
of a fluoride layer . The second oxidation process i s probably the 
further, hi ghly irreversible oxida~ion of the pla~inum fluoride layer 
fo rmed in the firs~ oxidation process. 
The evo lution of hydro ge n on platinum in KF . HF at 250°C ha s been 
s tudied by Pizzini and various co-"orkers [ 33,34] as mentioned 
previously . In main l y steady-sta~e experimen~ s t:hey inves~i ga~ed ~he 
e ffec~ of varying amounts of ';ate r. In some cases n;o regions of ~he 
Tafe l p l ot «ere apparen~ bu~ t his "as not neces sa rily linked "i~h ~he 
,;ater content or puri~y of ~he e l ectro l yte. \~here on l y one linear 
portion ';as present the Tafe l s lope ,;as approximately (lOO mV) -1. 
6 .1.2 Experimental and Re s ult s 
The cell for ~he experiments reported here ';a5 similar ~o ~ha~ 
used for the galvanostatic experi men~s except that either a pla~inum 
,;ire or di sc in a PTFE holder ';as used. Experiments '; e r e carried out 
in both indust r ial e l ec~rolyte and purified electrolyte (preparation 
desc ribed e l se"here) . 
Figure 6. 1 s ho"s a typica l cyc li c voltammogram bet"ee n +2.2 V 
and -0.28 V ve rsus Pd /l lz of platinum in ind us trial KF.21IF r eco rded a~ 
0 .1 Vs -I . Th e re are wo oxida tion peaks (B and C) on th e f01"\;aro 
s"'eep fo ll Ol;ed by a s ing le reduc tion peak (A) on the reverse scan . 
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Other slight peaks ma y be attributed t o tl,e I,resence of impurities. 
The cathodic branch of the vol tammogram s hOl's the evo l ution of hydrogen. 
Figure 6.2 s ho". a voltammogram bet"een +2 . 2 V and -0 . 31 V in "hich a 
large oxidation peak (D) appears on reversal of the potential at the 
ca thodic limit. Thi s indicates a hi ghl y reversib l e process, probably 
desorption of atomic hydroge n. Figure 6.3 s ho!;s a vol tammogram 
bet"ee n +2.2 V and -0 . 37 V versus Pd/H z . A new large oxidation peak 
(E) is seen at a potential about 0 . 7 V more positive than th e 
deso rpt ion peak in Figure 6.2 and a broad bulge appears where the peak 
previously att r ibuted to desorption "as. It was also noted that t he 
peak current was very much greater. 
Figures 6.4 to 6.9 shows how the shape of peak E alters with 
sweep s peed . As sweep speed increases [\;0 peaks a t more negative 
pote ntial s emerge, the peak height of th ese [\;0 increasing "ith sweep 
speed. Figure 6.10 sho"s the variation of peak current with sweep 
speed for the three peaks and peak A. 
Similar vo lt ammograms fo r the fluorine evo lution branch were 
ob tained in purified e l ectrolyte. Figure 6.11 shows a typical vol tammo-
gram between t he limits +2 .43 V and +0 .63 V at 100 mVs-l. The fi rst 
oxidation peak (C) is much c l earer , while a si ngle r educti on peak is 
again seen . All three peak currents increase linearly "ith sweep 
speed (Figure 6 .1 2) . 
Extending the cathodic limit to 0 V allows a second reduction 
peak (F) to be observed, figure 6.13 . Reduci ng the anodic limit to 
+1. 85 V causes this peak to be e liminated, Figure 6 . 14 . The variation 
of the height of both peaks with anodic sweep limi t is shown i n 
figures 6 . 15 and 6. 16 . This shows a linear relationship apart f rom a 
discontinuity i n the line fo r peak F at th e potentia l limit equivalent 
to t he potential where B occurs. The peak current of F was also 
found to vary linearly wi th sweep speed. 
On extending the s"eep s li ght l y into hydrogen evolution the 
highly ·reversible oxidation peak was again observed, (Figure 6.17). 
However, on further extending the cathodi c limit th e peak did not shift 
comp lete l y to a more posi tive potentia l but broadened considerably, 
(Figures 6. 18 and 6 .1 9) . The chan ge in peak s hape with sweep speed was 
also different f rom that obtained in industrial e l ectrolyte . The one 
broad peak did not resolve into separate peaks but simply became 
narro\\!er ::lI1d the peak potential moved to a mo re negati.ve value. 
Stcady-stote current -potenti a l data "ere obtained for both th e 
anodlc and cathodi c branches in puri fi ed e lec tro lytc. Th e data for 
fluorin e evolution are s ho"lI i n Fi gure 6 . 20 in the form of a lo g i -E 
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Figure 6.20 Tafel plot for f l uorine evolution from platinum in 
puri fied KF. 2HF . 
,-
plot. The pote nt ials arc quoted a ga inst the I'd/112 electrode, as 
else"he r e . The Tafel s l ope of the linear portion i s (420 mV)-I. 
Figure 6.2 1 s ho"s t he data for hydro ge n evo lu tion al so in t he form of 
a l og i-E p l ot. Th e Tafe l s lope of the linear portion "as (SO mV)-I. 
6 .1 . 3 Discussion 
In t his particular study the exact values of peak potentials "ere 
not found to be reproducible. f!O\,ever , the "ho l e of the voltammogra ms 
"er e shifted , peaks retainin g the same potentia l s relative to each 
other. [n each case the reduction peak A coincided "ith the open 
circui t potential. The variation in potentials re l ative to Pd/H2 may 
be caused by the corrosion of ~he platinium at open circuit. Furthe r-
more , a l t hough reference e l ect r odes "ere ch r"&ed i n the melts "here 
they "ere to be used, contaminat ion of the 
from an industrial melt to a purified mel~ . 
iur.l may be carried over 
a Pd/ H2 
e l ectrode prepared in an industrial me l t acquires a b lack colouration 
"hile one prepared in a purified melt does not. 
It is c l ear that, prior to the actual fluorine evo lution reaction, 
wo surface processes occur . This is indicated by the linear relation -
shi p bet"een peak current density and s"eep speed. The t"o 
processes are probably initial fluorination process and the 
multilayer fluorination process as reported by Doughty et a l [77]. 
HO\,ever, the behaviour observed i n purified KF.2HF differs by ~he 
presence of a second reduction peak, "hi ch "as not reported in the study 
in HI'. The process only occurs on ~he reverse s"eep if the potential 
has been positive enough for the second oxidation process to occur. 
Therefore, if the second oxida~ion peak is at tributed to mul ti layer 
fluorination of t he platinum, it is probab l e t hat the mu ltilayers are 
fo rmed benea~h th e i niti a l fluoride layer, t hus maki ng i ts reduc~ion 
process l ess thermodynamica ll y favoured. The process continues to 
proceed, even "hen i t s product is not removed from the electrode 
(Figure 6.12) and may be conside red a corrosion process. To a11o" ~he 
continued ingress of the e l ectrolyte to a fres l' pla~inum s urface, the 
f luo r ide layers must be imperfect l y formed. 
The absence of the second reduction process in indust rial 
electrolyte must be attributed i n s ome "ay to the high er l evels of 
impurities. lVith th e limited information available it is possible 
on l y to s uggest that the deposition of meta llic impurities is more 
ki netical l y favoured than the reduction of the supposed co rrosion laye r. 
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Figur e 6 . 21 Tafe l pl ot for hydroge n evo l ution from pla t i num i n 
purified KF . 2HF. 
Differences aTe also apparent between purified and industr ial 
electrolytes for the hydrogen evolution reaction . Th ese conce rn the 
peaks observed on the return sweep from hydrogen evo lutiol'. With 
industrial electrolyte there is a sudden change over from a Il ydrogen 
atom desorption peak to a peak at a more positive potential. As sweep 
speed is increased there is a shift back to the more negaLive peak . 
This implies that once a certain potential has been reached in th e 
negaLive direcLion no adso rb ed hydrogen atoms are present on the 
electrode surface, being consumed immedi ate ly they are produced. 
Peak E is then probably caused by the oxidation of any hydrogen gas 
still in the vicinity of the electrode . The large positive shift is 
probably caused by the deposited impurities decreasing the activity 
of the platinum surface. With purified electrolyte there is no 
sudden shift in peak position, merely a broadening of th e peak and 
then a shift back to th e more negative potentia l as sweep speed is 
increased. This reflects tile much lower levels of impuriLies, thus 
allowing the proposed oxidation of molecular hydrogen to occur at a 
less positive potential . 
6 . 2 Mild Steel in KF.2HF 
6 . 2 .1 Results 
Figure 6.22 shows a cyc li c vo ltammogram of mild steel in the 
potential range -0.22 V to +4.50 V. Two very broad oxidation peaks 
are seen on the for\..Jard s \</eep but t.here aTe no correspondi ng reduction 
peaks on the reverse scan. There is, however, another s hallol.,r 
oxidation peak indicating that th e process (probably fluorination) was 
not comp l e ted on the fOrl;ard sweep. Two other oxidation peaks are 
also seen which may be connected wi th the presence of metallic 
impurities in the melt. In the case where the anodic sweep is 
reversed before reaching the second oxidation peak, the fi rs t oxidation 
peak on the reverse scan i s greatly enhanced, (Figure 6.23). 
Th e behaviour for the hydrogen evolution branch is similar to 
that reported previously for a larger e l ectrode. Figures 6.24, 6.25 
and 6.26 shOl; the effect on the voltammogram, with a sweep speed of 
10 mVs - 1, of shift i ng the negative limit further into hydrogen. At 
the more extreme limits a nuc l eation loop develops and the s l ope of 
the current/potential l i ne decreas es above a potential of -1. 10 V, 
which cOlTesnonds to a current den sity of 130 mAcm -Z. At the 510l'er 
sweep speed of I mVs -1 the effect is more marked, (Figure 6 . 27) . A 
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Figure 6.27 VOltammogram of mild steel in industrial electrolyte. 
Sweep speed = 0.001 Vs-I . Potential limits: 0 V + -1.10 V. 
maximum is seen at -1 . 00 V, corresponding to :l current density of 
86 mJ\cm - 2. 
Experiments ,;ere a Iso performed in puri fied e l ectro l yte , the 
preparation of ,;hich is described else,;here . Vo ltammogra ms in fresh 
purified electro l yte do not show th e peaks observed in i ndustria l 
e l ectrolyte except at the s lowes t s"eep speed of 1 mVs -1, (Figures 
6.28 and 6.29). 1I0,;ever, in time a peak at -0.280 V developed, 
suggesting that the mild stee l electrode "as contaminating the 
e lectrolyte and that this peak might ,;ell be caused by the presence of 
iron . 
Upon addi tion of PbF2 to give a concentration of l ead of 200 ppm 
(i.e. simi l ar to that found 1n industrial e l ectrolyte) a second peak 
,;as observed at a potential of -0.185 V, Fi gu re 6 . 30, indicating that 
this peak is undoubtedly caused by the reduction of l ead in sol ution 
and its subsequent oxidation. The addition of FeF3 caused little 
change in the recorded vol tammogram although there may be some 
enhancement of the more cathodi c peak if the electrode is held in 
hydrogen evolution for a give n time and then the potentia l scanned 1n 
the anodic direction , -(Figures 6 .31 and 6.32). 
Steady-s t ate data ,;ere obtai ned for hydrogen evo lu tion in purified 
e lectrol yte at 10" current (to exclude bubble effect s). These are 
s hown in the form of l og I versus E plot in Fi gure 6 . 33. The Tafe 1 
s lope was found to be (100 mY) -1. 
6 . 2.2 Discussion 
~1ild stee l is seen to corrode faster than platinUlll, and the 
process seems to be irreversible as no reduc t ion peaks are apparent. 
The more anodic peak represents a second fluorination process which 
prevents the con t inuation of the first. The small iron oxidation peak 
seen previous l y at a more negative potential is probably due to the 
removal of the dendritic deposi t on th e s urface of the electrode. The 
broad peaks at more positive potentials must then be caused by the 
corrosion of the actual mild s t eel in order to account fo r the large 
amounts of charge associated with the processes. Th.; latter 
observation and the absence of a reduction peak implies that th e first 
2+ iron species (probably Fe ) is removed into so lution, whi l e th e 
second iron species (probably Fe 3+) passivates the electrode ,;ith 
regard to furt her oxidation. The t,;o oxidation peaks on the ret urn 
s,;eep arc due to the fluorination of so luti on s pecies of iron and 
lead, "h .lch no" proceeds because of the Ill"esence of fluorine gas 
(i .e. l'e 2• ... l'e 3+ and l'b 2+ ... 1'l> 4+) . 
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Figure 6.28 Volcammogram of mild sceel in purified eleccrolyte. 
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Figure 6.33 Tafel pl ot for hydrogen evolution from mild steel in 
purified KF.2HF . 
Litt.lc in formatio n can be obtained abo ut t he mechanism of hydrogen 
evo lut ion, h'hich loJould require more exhaustive experiment s . Hm .... ever, 
some i nsight may be gai ned i nto the potentials a t which iron and l ead 
species are reduced . There is a complete abse nce of red uction peaks 
in the voltammograms ob tained, apa rt from the case where tile potential 
i s reversed immediate l y after a s tripping peak, when the metallic 
species is still in the vicinity of the ca thode. The concentrations 
of iron and l ead species are sufficien tly low fo r their reduction to 
be controlled by mas s transport . The loops observed i n figures 6.25 
and 6.26 are reminisce nt of those seen for nuc l eat ion proces ses , 
although the charge they contain seems rather large . llowever, no such 
loop is seen in figure 6 . 24 and on l y one oxidation peak, which can nO\; 
be associa t ed with l ead . Figure 6 . 25 shows two oxidation peaks, 
implying that both iron a nd l ead can now be depOsited. 1~e decrease 
in the current/potential s lope in figure 6.26 is attributed to the 
shielding effect of bubbles. A more extreme s ituation is shO\m in 
figure 6 . 27 where a s lO\;e r sweep speed i s used ,;here current 
ac tually decreases. 
From these observations it is concluded that l ead i s probably 
deposited on the electrode before iron , ,;hich agrees ,;ith the relative 
positions of th eir oxi dation peaks . This also Concurs with 
observations of the form of the deposit. Lead deposits direct l y onto 
the mild stee l in a firmly held layer and it is on this that the 
mossy dendritic deposit of iron and probably more lead accumulate 
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CI IAPTEIl 7 
Expmr~IENTAL DETER~lINATlON OF ollmc POTENTIAL OIlOP 
7.1 [ntt'oduction 
The quantification of ohmic drop components caused by the 
presence of bubbles in the inter-electrode gap has been attempted by a 
number of I<orkers . 
Janssen and Barendrecht [54] determined the ohmic resisteance of a 
thin so luteion l ayer ate a gas evo l ving e l ectrode by tl,e a l ternateing 
current impedance method . The ohmic resistance is obteained from 
complex plane plotes. The real componente of the impedance , 2', is 
plotted versus the imaginary component of impedance , z". at various 
frequencies . The intersection of the .z!t/z r curve Ivith the z r axis at 
w ->- w denotes the ohmic resistance of the ce ll s, R. RO is obtained 
by determining R at i = 0 and various frequencies and/or extrapolation 
of the Il/i c urve. The bubb le effect upon the resistance R is given by 
the reduced res i stance increase fiR * = C 1l-1l0) / RO ' 
An a lternative method of determining the ohmic potential drop is 
by the current-interruption technique . The immediate drop in "orking 
e l ectrode potential on i nterrupt ion of the current i s separated from 
the more gradual decay due to the discharge of the double layer . 
By use of the current interruption technique Janssen et al [ SS ] 
obtai ned a dimension l ess corre lation for the increase in ohmic 
resistance due to the presence of gas bubb l es. The system used " as that 
for a l kaline "ater e l ectrolysis "ith e l ectrodes of various geometries : 
expanded nicke l gauze , nicke l in a Venetian blind type el ectrode and a 
nickel elect r ode of zig-zag type. The effect of a range of parameters 
\vas determined: current densitYJ so l ution f l mv rate, distance bet\\!een 
diaphragm and I<orking electrode, distance from rear of the ,,'orking 
e l ectrode to th e back of the ,;orkin g electrode compartment, tehe height 
of the electero lysis cel l, the e l ecterode teype, nature of the e l ecterode 
surface and of the gas evolved . They reponed the interesteing result 
that fill" Cte l, e reduced resistance of te he solutio n l ayer with presence 
\oJlIl 
of bubbles I,eteweei' diaphragm and "orking c lec terode) was independent of 
c urrCllt de ns ity ill th e CUrrCI1[ rUll gc inves ti gate d . 
- SO -
lIowever, in a later alternating curre n t impedan ce s tudy [54 ] on 
s mall (0 .5-4 mm ) planar working e l ect rodes th e re l ations hip 
log /lR' ; a, j b l og i was found to app l y for hydroge n evolvi ng 
e lec trode , where b does not depe nd on the diameter, pos i tion and 
materia l of the e lectrode , pressure and t e mpera ture but does 
s ignificantly depend on concentration of KOH so lution. The factor a, 
depends o n the position, height a nd material of electrode , temperature 
and KOH concent ration. 
Kuhn a nd Stevenson [53] r epor ted c urre nt-pote ntial Uleasurements 
a t a gas evo l vi ng a node a nd ca thode in SUl phuric acid. Th e effec t of 
Luggin capi llary diameter a nd its di s t a nce from the ,;ork ing e l ec trode 
is given. Except at the J.i ghes t c urren t densities the offset distance 
was not too critica l and the s hielding due to the Lu ggin seeme d 
unimportant, ,;hi ch was a sc r ibed to the f act that s hielding effec ts 
';e r e a lI'eady operative due to the presence of bubbles . HOI;ever, they 
do stresS that the te ch niq ue of c urre nt interruption is oft en mis-used, 
most commonly by basing r eadin gs on tOO s lOl; a r eadin g speed (e . g. 
osci ll oscope s .;eep r ate). Thi s r es ults in th e instantaneous voltage 
drop, whi ch rep r esent s th e ohmi c factor , bei ng follo'; e d asymptoti ca ll y 
by the capacitive decay. Under these c ircumstances separa tion of th e 
two components is impossible. Early oscilloscopes were, in ma ny cases , 
not sufficient l y fast a nd r es ults obtained from them s hould be trea t ed 
with caution. Jan ssen et a l [S5] i nvestigated th e effec t of the time 
base on the e);perimenta l ohmi c potential drop as it is knOlm th a t this 
is i nflue nced by recordin g speed . Their results s ho';e d that , ,;hile 
the /IV ' vers us i plots for t ,;o different t ime bases ,;ill have the 
same s lope , they intersect th e LlV ' axis at i ; 0 at diffe r e nt va l ues 
of LlV ' , deno t ed /IV" . '111 e r efo re it is ne cessar y to use the same time 
base throughout s o resul t s may be compared. The effect s ho uld be 
t a ken into account ,;hen ca l c ulat i ng the ohmic r esis tance R of the ga s 
bubbl e contai ning solution l ayer. 11ws, LlV ; LlV ' - /IV " and R ; LlV/ i . 
Anoth er Limitation to the t echnique is de scribed by LeRoy et al 
[ 78 ] in that its use s hould be restricted t o ce ll s where the tota l 
curre nt i s l ess than lA because of inducti ve effects ,;i th larger currents. 
Gallone e t a l [58] obtained anodic a nd ca thodi c polarisation curves 
in th e t emperatu re ran ge 40-80 o ( 1n 30% KOH ,;ith the Luggi n in t';o 
positions - inserted from behind so as t o be at exac tl y ze ro distance 
f r om the e l ectrode ';orki ng s urface or i n f r ont of the e l ect r ode , 3 111111 
frOIll the ,,'ork in g s ur facc. JJo';cver, they dis covered tha t, a feer 
dcduction of thc ohmic tcrms, thc t ,;o Tafel plots '"nc nea rl y 
coi.nci-Jcnt , thus sho\~l\lg t.he reliability of the method . 
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7 . 2 Experimenta l 
The ce ll used \\Jas of il design described earlier \vherc the I,.,orklng 
e lectrode "as a metal di sc (mild steel or nickel) in a PTFE holder in 
a vertical orientation . The electrolysis cur r e nt "as s upplied by a 
·lllOmson ~linistat (0-20 V, 0-15A). Bounce l ess s "itching "as achieved 
by an R. 5. components mercury-"et ted re lay (opera ted by a 5 V pOl,er 
s uppl y) inserted i" th e counter electrode lead. Transients "ere 
recorded usi ng an oscilloscope (Cou ld , Digital storage oscil l oscope, 
054000) and output to an X-V chart recorder (Bryans 26000) . A buffer 
amplifier ( Fylde 35 1UA) "as inserted bet"een potentiostat and 
asci lloscope. 
The experimental procedure "as fairly s imple. The required 
current densi ty "as set on the potentiostat (acti ng as a ga lvanostat) 
and the circuit closed for the electrode to evolve hydrogen. After 
the desired period of operation the pOl,er s upply to the mercury- "etted 
re lay "as turned off . and the circui t broken. The asci lloscope "as 
triggered by the falling voltage. The crude Luggin probe "as 
positioned about 2 cm m,ay from the "orking e l ectrode to prevent bubbles 
b locking the path"ay. This "as similar to the distance used by Janssen 
and Barendrecht [54] i n their curre nt interruption experiments to check 
the r esults obtained by th e a lternating c ur rent impedance method. 
7.3 Results 
A typica 1 voltage transient is shOlm in figure 7 . 2 . Very sharp 
s"itching "'as achieved "ith the mercury-"etted relay . In comparison 
Janssen et . al [55], "ha used a mechanical s"itch, recorded 
osci llati ons of potential after operating the s"itch and had a 
s"i tching time of about 15 ms. They ho"eve r generally had different 
time bases before and after SI'itching. In these experiments the same 
time base "as maintained throughout the transient. 
The effect of time base "as inves ti ga ted. Figure 7 . 3 shOl;s the 
ohmic potential drop, "'E ', as a function of current density for three 
time bases. At faster time bases the triggering of the oscilloscope 
"as l ess reliable, often "missing" the transie nt. All the lines sho" 
the same s lope but intersect the "'E' axis at i= 0 at different values 
of llEo . In genera l a time base of 10 illS cm-
l 
"as used "hich gave 
consis t ent and reliable triggering. In addition each set of results 
"as corrected by s ubtracting the apparent ohmic Jlotential from "'E', 
i.e. liE = "'E ' - "'E . 
o 
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Figure 7 .1 Diagram of circuit for measurement of ohmic potential drop. 
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Figure 7. 2 Typi cal vol~age ~ransient on in~e rruption of current. 
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I~gure 7 .4 shows ohmic potentia l drop, 6E , at nickel and mild 
s tee l e lectrodes versus current density for <:1 complete range of the 
latte r at run times of 10 s . The bubb l es fOI"med at it mild s tee l 
e l ectrode are small spherica l, free l y evo l ved and s pread approximate l y 
0.5 cm into the e lectro l yte . [n cont ras t the bubbles produced on 
nickel are extremely lenticular, not freely evo lved and do not s pread 
into the electrolyt e, sk i~.in g up th e electrode s urface . lbe 
di ffering bubble characteristics are higllli ghte d by the l\E va lues for 
nicKel being very much larger than those for mil d s t ee l. A l inear 
re l a t ionship be tween /lE and i is see n throughout the current density 
range use d for the mild stee l elec trode (0 . 040-0 .bOO Acm- 2 ) , with an 
increase in specific r es i s tance (/lE/i) of 0.89 Qc m2 . TIle current 
de nsi ty range 
0 . 005 Acm- 2 . 
for the nickel e lectrode in c luded va lues down to 
In the ran ge 
r es i s t ance was found to be 
0 . 10-0.60 Acm- 2 the increase in specific 
1. 30 Qcm2 . At the lower curre nt densities 
the slope of the /lE/ i plot was steeper. TIlis impli es that the 
specific re s i stance in the r ange 0 . 005-0 . 10 Acm -2 is greater tehan a t 
higher current densities . 
Fi gure 7.5 shOl," a /lE vs i p lo1: for hydro ge n evo lution at a mi l d 
s teel e l ectrode after 30 minutes of operation. In this case l arge 
bubble s deve l oped at higher currcn1: dens it ies and these "er e not free l y 
released into the electrolyte . In the current density ran ge 0 .1 0 - 0 .40 
Acm- Z the increase in specific resistance "as fo und tea be 2.04 Qcm2 • 
A1: the 10l1e1' current dens i ties a hi ghe r i ncrease in specific r esis t ance 
\~as apparent as In the experi ments \\Ii th a ni ckel e l ectrode . 
Al s o s ho,m in figure 7.5 are the values of the "ork ing e l ectrode 
poteential afte r 30 minutes (E f · 1)' Figure 7.6 shows a Tafe l plot llUl 
usi ng these uncorrected data. It can be seen that the r e l ationShip 
does not hold "hen areas of the electrode are obsc ~d by gas bubbles. 
Us ing the correC1:ed data, Efi)la l - liE, resulted in "he plot s hOlm i n 
figure 7 . 7 "hi ch has a Tafel s l ope of (90 mV) -1 . 
A limited number of tiE meas ureme nt s "ere made for hydro ge n 
evo lut ion at a ni cke l e l ec1:rode after 30 minut es of ope ra1:ion. Th es e 
are s ho,m in figure 7.8. The val ues of LIE are simi l ar to t hose for 
mild s tee l aft e r a 30 minute period of electrolysis and 10,;e1' than for 
ni ckel after 10 seconds of operation. There i s a line ar relationship 
between /lE and curre nt: de nsity in the c urrent density range 0 . 05 t o 
0 . 30 Acm- 2 . 
In general th e results \'Jith i n e ach s et of e xp e rime nt s 5 110\\1 good 
corre lat i on . l io\~e ver , tIl e ~E dc t c rllli natlo llS arc susceptible to t llO 
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con di tion of the electro l yte . This "as ShOI'" by determin i ng llE after 
30 min utes i n e l ectro l yte "hich had been depleted of 11f- . [t "as found 
that atcurrent densities of 0.40 i\cm- 2 and higher polarisat i on 
occurred. The va l ues of llV obtained at lower current densities "ere 
approximately 50% greater than for ne" e l ectro l yte, figure 7.9. There-
fore, to a llOt' comparison of t he results for differe nt ma t erials and 
times of operation it "as essential to use fresh elect rolyte for each 
set of experiments. 
7 . 4 Discussion 
In order to account for the lack of variation of specific ohmic 
resistance witll current density observed in a variety of studies, it 
has been proposed that virtual l y all ohmic resistance is located in a 
layer at the electrode surface. This vie" i s supported by the 
observation that there is no difference in the resistance of the 
working-reference gap for an electrolyte ,,'hether bubble filled or 
devoid of bubbles [53 ]. Therefore either the contribution from bubbles 
in the bu l k is of minor importance or the bubbles rise faster at greater 
current densities so that the void fraction does not cllange in proportion 
with current density. 
Experiments l;ith mild steel over 30 minutes and "ith nickel over 
10 seconds shah" that the increase in specific resistance is constant 
at current densities higher than about 0.10 i\cm- 2 . One of the main 
differences beween operation of mild steel for 30 minutes at high and 
10" current densities "ou l d seem t o be that bubbles are more l ikely to 
be released into the e l ectro l yte at lOt; current densities. This might 
suggest that there is an appreciab l e contribution from bubb l es i n the 
bulk "hich is lessened as the bubbles adhere more to the surface, 
especially as gas evo l ved i n smal l bubbles "ill cause a l arger void 
fraction than gas in l arger bubbles . Ho"ever, this does not app l y i n 
the case of nickel, "hi ch evo l ves l arge, lenticular bubb l es throughout 
the current density range used and would contradict the evidence 
presented by other "orkers . Furthermore, the efficiency of gas 
evolution is decreased at lo"er current densities [79], (i.e. a sma l ler 
proportion of the gas generated in disso l ved form is transformed into 
the gaseous phase of bubb l es). I n the case of nickel, t here is photo-
graphic evidence that larger bubbles persist for longer at l Ot; current 
densities . than at higher current densitie s . 
TI,e other in~ortant factor is the ~,ange 1n t l,e e l ectrode surface 
occa s ione d by the deposi tion o f me talli c impuritie s . [n a previous 
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Figure 7.9 Ohmic potential drop versus current density for mild 
sLeel-depleLed elect rolyte. t = 30 mins. 
cl,apter it was concluded tl,at it is quite possible tl,at the deposited 
materia l becomes the acti vc surface for hydrogen evolution Ivhich has a 
l evelling effect on the performance of differing electrode materials. 
I t would appear t hat this deposit either masks the nuc l eation sites on 
mi l d steel and/or has few nucleation sites itself. In the case of 
nickel the number of nuc l eation sites seems to increase when t he 
deposit is present, implying that the active nucleation sites are 
located on this layer . 
The decreased specific resistance at higher is probably linked 
wit!l an increase in available surface area. The c urrent densities 
quoted are nomina l and do not inc l ude the effects of the deposit . 
Therefore, the slope of the 6E/current density plot should be greater 
than portrayed . Nicke l shows a higher initial operating potential 
caused by the larger ohmic drop, which will mean a faster rate of 
deposition than for mild steel. 'n,is is why mild steel shOl;s uniform 
behaviour throughout the current density range at short times and 
nickel does not. This also explains the changing slopes. At l ow over-
voltages either no impurities are reduced or perhaps only one, probably 
lead . Once a certain overvoltage is exceeded the surface area is 
increased and a 'change in bubble- ch-aracteristics occurs. Again the 
deposit has a levelling effect, in this case , on ohmic potential drop. 
This is confirmed by the specific resistance of nickel after 30 minutes 
being simi l ar to that of mild steel after tl,e same period of time. 
In conc l usion, the results are In agreement with a theory that a 
gas film exists and that the resistive component is mainly located here. 
The bubbles attached to the surface are a part of this film . The 
presence of l arge bubbles on nickel indirect l y cata l yses the formation 
of a dendritic deposit of a large surface area, thus allOl;ing smaller 
bubb l es t o be formed . A similar effect probably also acts on mi l d 
steel , initial l y causing a large increase in ohmic component but 
eventually moderating it. 
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CHAPTER 8 
PI-IOTOGRAPHIC STUDY OF HYDROGEN EVOLUTION 
8.1 Photographic Equipment 
A Pentax ME Super camera with a standard SO mm lens "as used. 
This system was modified with a 12 mm extension tube and a +4 diopter 
lens attachment . TIle film used was black and white 400 ASA XPl 
(Ilford) developed with a standard C41 process . The cell was 
illuminated from t:he rear by a IS IV li ght source, and observed through 
the glass window in the front face of the heater unit . 
8.2 Phot:ographic Study of Hydrogen Evolution on Mild Steel 
The electrode was. of a spade type, dimensions 30 mm x 25 mm, cut 
from a thin mild s teel plate and positioned . centra lly in t 'he c",ll , face 
on to the counter electrodes. The electrolysis current: was provided 
as previously. 
Figures 8 . 1 to 8 . 5 show how t:he gas bubble s increase in size over 
a 45 minute period from the st:art of electrolys i s at a current density 
of 0.04 Acm- 2 . Figures 8.1 and 8.2 are both at 7 minutes but: t:aken at 
different ang l es . Gas can be seen streaming upwards from the top of 
the e l ect:rode and it can be seen t:hat bubbles do not spread into the 
electro l yte. Figure 8.3 shows that after 16 minutes of e l ect:ro l ysis 
gas is still streaming from the top of the e l ectrode, but also that 
larger bubbles are deve loping. Figures 8.4 and 8.5 , taken at 3S and 
43 mi nutes respect:ively, show t:he establ is lled bubble layer with bubble 
diameters of up to 2 mm and cont act ang l es of approximate l y 90° . The 
potential-time profile is sho,m in figure 8.6 ,;1th the time of each 
photograph marked. 
8. 3 Photographic Study of Hydrogen Evolution on Nickel 
The electrode was of a s imilar size and shape to that used above , 
cut: from ni ckel foil. 
Nick e l had previously been obs erved to e volve larger bubbles than 
mild s tee l and thi s i s s ho,,'n in the photograph s obtained. Figure 8.7 
and 8 . 8 s how hydrogen evo lu t i on a t t he nicke l e l ectrode a t J curre nt 
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Figure 8 .1 Hyd rogen evolution a t mi ld s t ee l. Current densi t y = 40 mAcm- 2 . 
t = 7 mins. Magnifi ca t ion x 3 . 6. 
Figure 8 . 2 As Figure 8.1 
Figure 8.3 As Figur e 8. 1, excep t: t: = 16 mi ns. 
Figure 8.4 As Figur e 8.1 , excep t: t: = 35 mi ns. 
Figure 8. 5 As Figure 8. 1 , except t = 43 mins . 
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Figure 8.6 Po t ential / t i me profi l e fo r hydrogen evolution at mi ld 
s t ee l. I = 40 mAcm- 2 . 
Figure 8.7 Hydrogen evo lut ion at nickel. I; 40 mAcm- 2 . 
t ; 5 mins. Magni fication x 3.6 . 
Figure 8.8 As Figure 8.7, except t ; 8 mins. 
density of 0.04 IIcm- 2 . They correspond to 5 minutes and 8 minutes 
after the start of e lectrolysis respectively. TI,e relevant potential-
time profi le 1S shalm in figure 8.9. IIfter 5 minutes of operation 
bubbles "ith diameters of up to 2 . 5 mm "ere seen , "hich "ere distorted 
by buoyancy forces tending to lift the gas bubble up"ards from the 
point of attachment . IIfter a further 3 minutes the bubble characteristics 
had changed, the diameters being smal l er and the sllape less distorted. 
vurthermare, figure 8 . 8 shOl" that bubbles are released from the 
e l ectrode into t ile electrolyte rather than skiwning up t he surface . 
IInother point of interest is illustrated by figure 8.10, which sllows 
an e l ectrode operating at a current density of 0.02 IIcm- 2 , after 8 
min ut es e l ectrolysis . The gas bubbles are very l enticul ar , I;ith 
contact angles of over 90° . They are also distorted and have diameters 
of up to 3 mm. These bubbles are, in fact, larger than those observed 
at the higher current density of 0.04 IIcm- 2 . 
8 . 4 Photographic Study of Parallel Strand Expanded Metal Electrodes 
8.4 . 1 In troduction 
Expanded metal e l ectrodes are characterised by various parameters 
as illustrated in figure 8. 11. The long "ay dimension is precise and 
constant, while the short way dimension is approximate. Sheet size 
is given conventional l y with the long \.;ay dimension first. A fur ther 
characterising parameter is the percentage open area for lvhich 1:\\'0 
figures are given; at normal incidence, lvhen the sheet is vielved Io/hile 
held at right angles to the line of vision, and at maximum incidence, 
when ti le sheet i s viewed in a slant ed position, so that the thickness 
of the strands is parallel to the line of vision , thus presenting a 
greater open area. This l atte r parameter applies only to unflattened 
meshes. 
8.4. 2 Experimental 
11 range of sampl es of mild steel meshes I;ere obtained from 
"'1110 Expanded ~Ieta l Company" . Ivhen received these "ere coated in a 
protective layer of lacquer, "hich was removed by soaking in "arm 
trichloroethy l ene and 50 % HCl. 
For the purpose of this study it "as decided that the parallel 
str31ld type "ould be most effective and of these the t"o "ith the 
largest percentage open area were cll asen . TIlese were t he 401 and 402 
mes hes , th e parame t er s of Ivhi.ch arc give n be 1ol..,: 
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Figure 8.9 Potential/time profile for hydroge n evo lut ion at ni cke l. 
I = 40 mAcm- Z. 
Figure 8.10 Hydrogen evo lut ion a t nicke l . I = 20 mAcm- 2 . t = 8 mins. 
Magnification x 3 .6 . 
Figure 8 .11 Di aJ.:t'tarll shol<Hllg p:l raulI .. :t crS (~H c ia . SI fi ~ ati o n u t 
cxpallJu J mctLil :; . 
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l : i~ L1rc 8 .11 IJL agram showin g pa r ame t e rs for ~ la ss ifi.L:atio n of 
expanded meta ls. 
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Examp l es of the 401 and 402 meshes are shol;n in figure 8 . 12. The 
dimensions of th e e lect rodes used I;ere 47 mm X 35 mm and electrical 
cont act I;as made by a copper st r ip . The electrodes I;ere suspended f rom 
the PTFE electrode assembly/lid and orient ed so that gas would be 
removed upI;ards and t o the rear of the electrode. 
8 . 4 . 3 Results 
Figures 8 . 13, 8. 14 and 8.15 show a 401 mes h e l ec trode ope r a ting 
a t a nominal current densi t y of 0 .04 Acm- Z at times after s t art of 
e l ectrolysis of 200 seconds, 150 seconds and 180 seconds respectivelY . 
These s how that there is 8 build up of bubbles over a fair ly s hort 
period of time . Misting of the e l ectrolyte occurs rapidlY which had 
not been observed when using planar e l ectrodes . Fi gure 8. 15 also shows 
evidence of material of a particulate nature circulating in the 
e l ectrolyte to the rear of th e e l ec trode . 
Figure 8 . 16 shol;s a side viel; of a 402 mesh e l ectrode in the 
elec tro l yt e . This mesh has a slightl y hi ghe r percentage open a r ea , in 
both orientat ions , than the 401 mes l •. Figures 8.17, 8 . 18 and 8 .1 9 
show a 402 mesh electrode operating at a nominal current density of 
40 mAcm- Z. Rapid misting of the e l ectrol y t e occurred Idthin 3 mi nutes 
(Figure 8 .1 8), but c leared slightly after a lon ge r period of operation 
(Fi gure 8 .1 9) . 
8.4 . 4 . Discussion 
Severe c louding of the e l ec trolyte prevented detailed observation 
of th e bubble evo lution from the parall e l st r and e l ec trodes. Thi s i s 
prob ably caused by a fine dispersion of gas in th e electrolyte or, 
a lternatively, by parti c l es circulating in the e lectro l yte . With 
regard to the latter proposi tion, the e l ec trolyte seemed to be 
circul ated much more by the re l ease of gas than i n the case of a simpl e 
planar e l ec trode . Particles may e ither be swept up f rom the bot tom of 
the ce ll or r emoved from t he e l ectrode deposi t by t he scouring action 
of the gas . [ndeed, ,,~h cn the c te ctxode '''as examined after use no 
dendriti c deposit wa s apparent. ' I~ is ma y be an advantage a s , otl.e1'-
\."i se , the ape rture s i.n th e mesh mi ght be come block e d. Furth e rmore , j f 
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Figure 8.12 
FRONT 
FACE 
Figure 8.13 Hydrogen evo l ution at 
Nomi nal I = 40 mAcm 2 t = 2 mins . 
Figure 8. 14 
mild s tee l 40 1 mes h. 
3 · ~ X 'M.~ "...; ftC'a.:L-1.CA' 
Figure 8.1S As Figure 8.14, except 1: = 3 mins. 4-:>< ~:5vJ.TIC.J:i.CIvo. 
Figure 8.16 Side view of 402 mesh in elec1:roly1:e. 3·8 . "'"'~~fL"b..~'~ 
(FRONT 
FAC E 
Figure 8.17 Hydrogen evolution at 
Nominal I = 40 mAcm- 2 . t = 2 mlns. 
mild stee l 402 mesh. 
3s '~c~ 
Figure 8.18 As Figure 8 .1 7 . except t = 3 mins. .3 -6 '" """"-j "';t; <.....h~ 
Figure 8 .19 As Figure 8. 17> except t ~ 4S mins . J.i.- x ~vJ.f.c~ 
the mild stee l remains c lear of the deposit the sma ller size of bubble 
may pers i st throughout electrolysis . 
IHth regard to the deflection properties of th e meshes, it 
appeared thut more gas bubbles were present behi nd the "orking face 
than in front. 1I00,ever, a large amount of gas "as circulating in the 
interelectrode gap. Unfortunately, the time available for this 
particubr s tudy "as limited a nd much further "ork is needed to 
optimi se the arrangement. In practice it may be possi ble to operate 
at a lo"cr nominal current density than 0.04 Acm- z and thus increase 
the percentage de flection of the gas bubbles. 
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CIIAPTER !J 
CONC LUS IONS AND SUGGEST! ONS Fall FUTURE II'ORK 
9.1 Conclusions 
[t has become apparent, during the course of this study, that the 
actual material of fabrication of the cathode has, overall, little 
influence on the final Iwrking overvoltage. This is because of the 
high leve 1 of impuri ties in the indus tri a lly used electrolyte, "'hich 
deposits onto the cathode during hydrogen evolution and becomes the 
acti vc surface for thi s reaction. TIle e fect of the deposi t is not 
necessarily detrimental. [n fact, mild steel is the only cathode 
material studied where a beneficial effect was not observed. Lead, 
while not produci ng excessively large bubb l es, Ilas a decreased over-
voltage after a short period of operation. This is due to the greater 
activity of deposited iron over the lead substra te and an increase in 
surface area. ~1ild steel in an unmodified state seems to have very 
good bubble evo lution characteristics. However the deposition of 
impurities causes an increase in contact angle and bubble size. It 
was also seen that: electrodes wit:h high cat:alyt:ic activity, i.e. 
plat:inised mild st:eel, are adversely affected by t:he deposit "hich 
masks the active sites as I;el! as impairing bubble release. 
TIle beneficial effect: of the deposi t on the bubble l'eleasing 
properties of nicke l was s hown by t he lIIeas u re llle nt: of ohlllic pote nt:ial 
drop in conjunction "ith visual observations. The ohmic potential 
drop at the start of electrolysis at a nickel electrode is significantly 
greater than after 30 minutes of operation. When combined ,,1 th the 
observation that bubble diameters of 3 mm can be seen at the start of 
electrolysis, giving I;ay to much smaller bubbles after a fairly short 
period of time, it was concluded th a t: the desired bubble characteristics 
arc a small contact: angle, smal l diameter and" spherical shape. I~ith 
a mild steel electrode bubbles );ere freely evo lved initially but 
i.ncreased in size with time and a corresponding increase In ohmic 
potent i Cl I d rop );as seen. Therefo r'e, i t i s concluded t il at, " hile s uch 
hl gh l ev Is of impurit:ics arc present in the e lcct:rolyte, the bes t 
material ror fabrication of cathodes i s onc "hlch ls dUI'able, 
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structura ll y useful and cheap . As it is not cos t effective to purify 
industr i al e l ect r oly t e and mild stecl has supe r io r bubble release 
characteristics at the start of electrolysis, the choice of cathode 
materia l is certain to remain the same. Consequentl y any gains in 
energy saving will have to be as 3 result of reduced ohmic l osses either 
by r educing the interelectrode gap or decreasi ng thc gas fi Im on an 
electrode. 
0 1\ t he l imited i nformation gai ned i n this study it wou l d seem 
t llat parallel strand meshes do, to some ex t ent, deflect Il ydroge n gas 
to the rear of th e e l ec trode. If t:his is 50, t:hen anodes and ca thodes 
may be moved c loser , decreasing the ohmic component from the elect:rolyt:e. 
There is also t:he possibility that t he act:ion of the gas clears t:he 
e l ectrode of any dendri t ic deposit, thus allowing smaller bubb l e sizes 
to predominate and reducing the ohmic component due t o the gas film. 
9.2 Sugges t:ions ror Future Nork 
( 1) More ext:e ns i vc exper i me n t s in puri fled e l ect: rolyte coul d elucidate 
furt:h er the mechanisms operating on platinum and mild steel elec trodes. 
(2) Confirmator y liork, again in purified elect:rolY1:e, to show the 
effect of impurit:ies or their absence on bubble characteristics on 
mild steel and nickel, i . e . liould t:heir init:i31 bubble types remain 
const:ant t:hroughout: oper31:ion. 
(3) A thorough i nves t igation of expanded meta l s , possibly incl ud ing 
qua nt: ification of ohmic component:s. 
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